Prop. 2: Key Move in Battle of State College Bulge
(EDITOR’S NOTE: This is th first of two
articles asaminino Proposition 2, a $230
million bond issua for collage and uni.
varsity facilities to be submitted to voters
on the Novismber ballot.
By STEVE KECH
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
California’s burgeoning population
growth has resulted in a race for
space in her colleges and universities.
With one in seven residents enrolled in institutions of higher learning, and enrollment figures expected
to rocket in the near future, present
facilities are becoming less and less
adequate.
More than 80 per cent of California high school graduates go on

to college, compared with a national
average of 52 per cent.
Educators warn that unless Proposition 2 passes, California’s educational facilities soon will be overcrowded and many college-bound
youths must be turned away for lack
of space.
Proposition 2, approved unanimously by the 1966 session of the California Legislature, would authorize
$230 million in bonds for construction
of facilities at State Colleges and
the University of California.
Along with the bond money, many
more millions of dollars will be available through federal matching grants
and state revenues from taxes on
tidelands oil revenues. The money
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available from these sources will up
the available funds to nearly $400
million.
Money will be divided between the
State Colleges and U.C. approximately on a 50-50 basis.
Included in the bond money are
site acquisitions for three new state
colleges- in Contra Costa, Ventura
and Santa Clara/San Mateo counties.
Also, approximately 18 per cent of
the revenues will be used for construction, updating and expansion of
medical education facilities.
The bond issue covers the period
from 1966 through 1968, and bonds
will be sold only as needed. Repayment will be over a 25-year period,
with an average cost of 49 cents per

year to each Californian. It is estimated that to accomplish the same
tasks without a bond issue, there
would have to be a 30 per cent rise
in personal income taxes or a 5 per
cent across-the-board increase in
taxes.
Other state projects such as prisons
and office buildings are now being
funded on a pay-as-you-go basis in
order to reduce the number of bonds
that must be sold for state facilities
construction.
Among those in support of the proposal are both gubernatorial candidatesGov. Edmund G. (Pat) Brown
and Ronald Reaganthe California
State Taxpayers’ Association and the
California State Chamber of Corn-
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Autos Parked
In Lucky Lot
To Be Towed
Students who park in the Santa
Clara Street Lucky Store parking
lot beyond the two-hour shopping
limit will be towed away, beginning Monday, Lucky manager
Leonard Furnare told the Daily
yesterday.
The towing charge will be $10.
Furnace said he had negotiated
with towing companies to keep the
price down, so students wouldn’t
be unnecessarily penalized.
"We’ve been hand -tagging cars
every morning for five weeks,"
Furnace said, "and although some
students get the idea, others just
take their place."
Furnace also noted that towing
VMS his only alternative, since city
police are not authorized to issue
parking citations on private property.
Other adjoining establishments,
Including the Dog House and the
Red Barn, are experiencing similar parking problems.
Dog House owner-manager Richard Frickle told the Daily that
half to three-quarters of his lot
has been occupied all day by
students.
"Actually, we have this problem only on Mondays," he said.
"Many of the offenders have coffee here and then go to class for
the day, which makes the situation even more touchy."
Jay Johnson, manager of the
Red Barn, said his business had
experienced "a little" trouble.
"Hopefully, we won’t have to tow
any cars away. We’ve only been
open three or four days, so we’ll
just have to wait and see what
happens."

fleeting the past with the present.
Participants in the program will
be Dr. Dwight Bentel, Journalism
and Advertising department chairman, and Dr. Stanley Benz, dean
of students.
Dr. Pete Zidnak, professor of
business, will be master of ceremonies, and Kathy Norstrom will
be the chairman of the Grand Marshal Banquet.
The dinner includes roast beef,
and a five-course meal. Villa Felice
is situated above Lake Vasona off
Highway 17.
Prof. Poytress will be awarded
a life-time membership in the ASB
by Jerry Spotter, ASB president;
and the Alumni Award will be
given to the professor by Ben
Reichmuth, president of the Alumni Association.
Prof. Poytress, member of the
SJS faculty for 40 years, established the college’s public relations
curriculum in 1948, first of its
kind on the Pacific Coast,
All-Campus Reception in honor
of Prof. Poytress will be held
Friday morning from 11-12 in BEI.
Free coffee and snacks will be
served.
The all-campus reception for
Prof. Poytress will be an opportunity for all students regardless
of affiliation to mingle with members of the faculty and administration over coffee and snacks.
Prof. Poytress will also appear
with Queen Suzi and her court,
the song and cheer leaders, representatives of the football team
and the rally committee at the
Bonfire Rally at 7:30 Friday night,
at the County Fairgrounds.

(Next: What the bond Issue
means to 14.18.)
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By RICK SKINNER
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Despite protest over procedure,
the Student Activities Boa rd
(SAB) found the SJS chapter of
Students for a Democratic Society
(SDS) guilty of three violations of
SAB regulations. SAB issued an
official warning to the student
club.
Ira Meltzer, member of SDS,

challenged SAB’s procedure in conducting the hearing, citing violations by SAB of several sections
of ASB Act 36, wherein regulations pertaining to the conduct of
hearings before "lower judiciaries"
are contained.

conduct the hearing as they did,
saying, "SAB is acting under ASB
Act 27 (which sets up and defines
SAB) as a regulatory board, with
judiciary power but not as a formal judiciary body."
Meltzer, also ASB attorney general, after Caldwell’s ruling, said
GROUPS DEFENDED
he would appeal the case to ASB
James Caldwell, chairman of judiciary for a ruling on whether
SAB, defended his group’s right to or not SAB falls under the definition of a "lower judiciary." If
SAB was a "lower judiciary," its
conduct of yesterday’s hearing was
in violation of ASB Act 36; if SAB
is not a formal judiciary body and
acts solely under Act 27, action
taken at yesterday’s meeting was
proper.

Peace Corps Recruits
130 Students for Duty

Photo by Dove Stout
THIS GIRL is not part of the lost and found that has been piling
up in the Seventh Street Security Office. She is Officer Elmer
Graham’s secretary, Marie Majusiak. Their desk is piled with unclaimed articles which have been in the office since fall, 1965.

Lose Your Roommate?
Check Lost and Found
By ROGER BROWN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Lost and found articies ranging
from umbrellas and textbooks to
jewelry and prescription glasses
are piling up in the Campus Security Office at Seventh and San
Salvador Streets.
Sweaters, coats, tennis shoes,
and even slide rules fill one room
at the security office. Lost articles
still remain since fall 1965.
Elmer Graham, acting supervisor
of security, urges students to come
into the security office and claim
lost articles.
The security office is also home
plate for the SJS Campus Police

Parapsychology

Dr. Gina Cerminara, proponent
of reincarnation and authoress of
best-selling novel "Many Mansions." will be the guest speaker
at a meeting of the SJS Parapsychology Society, 7:30 Wednesday
night in E132.
Dr. C.erminara will expound on
’The Current Case for Reinearna.
lion."
All interested persons are welcome.

lie debt that is a threat to sound
financing; 2) a tight money market
that will force interest rates up; 31
no provision for junior colleges; 4)
the bonds are only for a two-year period and more bonds probably will
be needed by that time; and 5) education expenditures should be met
through current revenues, not bonds.
Los Angeles County will receive
some $71.4 million of the bond issue
and other moneys, followed by Orange
County which will receive $38.2 million. Santa Clara County and San
Jose State will be allocated $7.4 million.

SAB Authority Challenged
DAILY In Hearing SDS Violations

Honky Tonk To Liven
Homecoming Week
Homecoming week will feature
Queen Suzi Seydel and her court
in the Spartan Cafeteria at 10:30
a.m. Thursday, in conjunction with
old-time piano playing.
Grand Marshal William H. Poytress will be honored at a banquet
Thursday night at the Villa Felice
in Los Gatos. A 7 o’clock reception
will be followed by an 8 p.m. dinner program. Tickets for the $4.50
dinner are on sale in the Student
Affairs Business Office, Building R.
Professors Poytress will talk on
"Then and Now." He will flash
back to the interesting happenings
of "Roarin’ Twenties," thus con-

merce. There is no organized opposition.
Those in favor of Proposition 2
argue that bonds spread out the payments and allow students who benefit from the buildings to help pay for
them through taxes.
Also, it is argued, the quarter system will reduce the amount of facilities needed. With year-round operation, students can finish a four-year
program in three years.
Proponents also say that the legislative and administrative branches
of state government do not intend to
rely on bonds indefinitely for needed
state facilities.
Some of the arguments against the
proposition include: 1) a growing pub-

1966 HOMECOMING QUEEN, Suzi Seydel, cries with joy and
surprise as she is congratulated by Betty Lou, Mathes, 1965 Homecoming Queen. Queen Suzi was crowned by Miss Mathes at the
Coronation Ball Saturday in the Pavilion of the Santa Clara
County Fairgrounds.

who serve the college community
to enforce rules and regulations
set by President Clark and the
ASB.
According to Graham, the 17
security officers, assisted by student police, serve in three basic
capacities. They maintain the multi-story parking garage on Seventh
Street, serve as watchmen of
buildings and grounds, and patrol
Spartan City and the fields nearby.
"The campus police role is one
of service more than one of regulation." explained Graham.
Although student police have
full authority to make arrests on
state property they prefer to process violators through student government instead of city police.
"The last thing we want to do is
arrest students," said Graham.
The most important thing to remember, according to Graham, is
that the campus police serve to
assist all students in trying to
make SJS one of the best state
colleges in the United States.

One hundred and thirty interested SJS students signed up for
the Peace Corps last week, according to Glaud Kuykendall,
Peace Corps representative
Kuykendall explained, "This is
an average percentage for the nation’s seniors who are interested
in joining the Peace Corps. The
average response is about 3.5 per
cent of the senior class."
A Peace Corps Committee
formed by Dr. Robert Pepper, SJS
assistant professor of English, and
returned Peace Corps volunteer
will keep SJS applicants informed
about the program.
"All those students who signed
up and took the test will be informed before Christmas as to
what their position is," Kuykendall stated.
APTITUDE TEST
Students who filled out applications took a Modern Language Aptitude test, administered at 10:30
a.m., 12:30 p.m., 4:30 p.m. or 7:30
p.m. in the barracks in front of
the Journalism and Advertising
building.
Kuykendall was one of five
Peace Corps representatives who
talked to SJS students at booths

in front of the Spartan Bookstore
and on Seventh Street. Kuykendall
remarked that the Seventh Street
booth was not affected by pickets
protesting the nearby Navy recruiters.
Other representatives on campus
last week included Miss Pat
Worthy, Miss Roberta Malmagren,
and Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Sida. All
these representatives have served
their two years overseas, Kuykendayy explained.
S.F. HEADUARTERS
The group came from San Francisco’s Peace Corps Headquarters
for the Western Division, which
sends representatives to speak on
campuses in California and other
Western states.
"We had tremendous response
from the faculty inviting us to
speak to their upper division classes," Kuykendall said. "We visited
60 or 70 classes," he added.
"I want to take this opportunity
to thank all the professors for
letting us acquaint their students
with the Peace Corps. I also wish
to thank radio KSJS and the
Spartan Daily for the publicity
they gave us," Kuykendall concluded,

netfuf 8riei4
Committee Posts Open
Interviews for 12 positions on the Community Service Committee,
the sporraor of the Campus Blood Drive, Nov. 10, will be held today
in the College Union at 2:30 p.m.
The Community Services Committee plans and sponsors all community service projects of the ASB.

Magazine Photos Taken

FIVE CHARGES
SAD brought SDS up on five
alleged violations of SAE policy,
including: (1) no security officer
present when Dick Gregory spoke
in Morris Dailey auditorium Oct
6; (2) breaking an 11 a.m. deadline set in advance by the Parents’
Day Committee for SDS to cease a
demonstration on Parent’s Day on
the SJS campus; (3) selling buttons for 25 cents on Parents’ Day
without permission; (4) using a
table on Seventh Street last Tuesday and Wednesday without prior
approval of SAD; and (5) selling
buttons on both those days, again
without SAB permission.
The first and third charges were
dismissed for "insufficient evidence," according to Caldwell.
SAD had seen a college security
officer’s report of the first charge
of a violation, but the Board failed
to obtain a copy of that report to
present as evidence, Caldwell said.
CHARGE DISMISSED
The third charge was dismissed
when no tangible evidence could
be presented by either SAE or
SDS. "We can’t convict them
(SDS) on hearsay," Caldwell said.
The penalty, decided by SAB in
executive session, was a warning
issued to SDS about their violations.
The preliminary technicalities
argued by members of SDS and
SAB in conducting the hearing of
the charges occupied 90 minutes.
The executive session, closed to the
public and to the defendants, lasted
15 minutes, during which all decisions regarding SAB action on
the case were determined. SAB is
hampered in its effectiveness by
ambiguities in the ASB constitution. There is no explicit definition
in any of the Acts of SAB’s role
as a branch of ASB government.
Dick Miner, graduate representative, is preparing legislation to deal
with these deficiencies, according
to Caldwell.

Candidates Speak
Today in Forum
On College Issues

Senior and master’s candidates are urged to start signing up for
pictures to appear in Sparta Life Magazine, today.
Signups will be taken in JC104, the Journalism and Advertising
Department. Office, between 8:30 and 4:30 daily. Pictures will be taken
between Nov. 15 and Nov. 18.
Sittings will be between 8:45 and 5:30 in Building V, at 177 S.
10th St..
Students unable to sit in the daytime hours may sign up for evening sittings to be held on Nov. 16 and 17 between 5:30 and 8 p.m.

Three local candidates in the
coming elections will speak to faculty and students today at 2 p.m.
In Cafeteria A and B.
The forum, sponsored by the
American Federation of Teachers
(AFT), will feature John Vasconcellos, 24th Assembly District candidate; William F. Stanton, ineirmbent, 25th Assembly District
and George Leppert, candidate for
the 19th Congressional District.
Topics of discussion include the
proposed investigation of the University of California, the role of
the State College System in California and the failure of the academic community to influence public opinion and policy.
All students and faculty are invited to the discussion which will
include a question and answer
period.

Students receiving benefits from the War Orphans Educational
Law may sign their monthly certification forms this week.
Henri 1 Ion cgger, noted Swiss
The forms are available in the Registrar’s Office, ADM102.
cellist, will present the first part
of his campus presentation of
Baeh’s Six Suites for Violoncello
Co-Rec Volleyball Tournament will be postponed to next Wednes- at. 8:15 p.m. Friday in Concert
Hall. A second concert will follow
day at 7:30-10 p.m. in the Women’s Gym.
Individual registiiition forms are due today through Nov. 7, in Monday evening.
PERI II between 8 a.m.-I2 noon, 1-3 p.m.
Tickets for the concerts, proreeds of which will benefit the
Music Department Scholarship
Fund, may be obtained in the StuStudio Hour, presented by SJS modern dance’s premieres tomor- dent Affairs Business Office.
row. The 6-7 p.m. dance seminar is to be staged in PER262.
Cost of a single concert is $1.50
Studio Hour, fashioned after the Drama Department’s free pro- for students and $2 for others. Coat
ductions, will he offered for several months during the academie year. for the two programs is $2.50 for
Anyone Interested in the dance is welcome to attend, stated June students and $3.50 general adEby, iissistant professor of wimwit’s P
mission.

Orphans Sign Checks

Volleyball Postponed

’Studio Hour’ Premieres

Bach Concert
Held Friday
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The hostility generated by the after
math of last week’s demonstration against
the U.S. Ntoy was frightening.
Particularly irate were the S.IS campus
police who attacked the situation with
vitriolic determination. Here was h01111.
thing they could really dig their colleethe
ieelli into
a real arrest.
The situation over at the Seventh
Street security office looked like a liC1.111.
directly out of Dragnet or the Spanish

From the Editor

Unhatched Freedom
For a few more weeks before offering
a "compromise" solution.
Meanwhile the legal owners of this
much tossed around egg, the Associated
Women Students’ Cabinet and the administration, have a convenient excuse for postponing their responsibility. Without council action, the pressure is just not there.
Unless our government leaders intmediately start peeking at the problem
a lot harder, all the little chicks involved will have to wait at least another whole semester before earning
their long overdue freedom.
Sometimes an egg can be kept in its
--J.R.
incubator too long.

Student Council has pecked aviay
at the lockout issue st ith the speci tor
a crippled chicken.
Running around the issue as if their
{wads had been remosed from their
shimIders. the great deliberative hotly
has dime a lot of clucking and sery lit. ti e hatching.
V* hen council meets tomorrow, it
will mark the fourth straight week that
the matter has come before it. In those
four confusing weeks. es cry hardboiled
noition opposing arbitarary eurfew has
been aborted in its shell.
Originally the resolution introduced
by Doh Stahl. senior representative,
called for an early removal of the shell
sing.
of protection from approved I
Since that time. Council has backed
calling for abolition of
down I
lockout in spring of 1967 to a mildly
worded resolution designed not to
a ruffle any feathers.
Using such flimsy measures as
"poorly worded whereas phrases," the
Council has taken life away front a
’e viable issue.
Should the mother hens of student
got eminent let this chick out into the
cold cruel world, tomorrow it will be
three more weeks before it begins sampling public opinion on the issue.
When the results are finally delivered. Council will then flap its wings

Inquisition.

The citizen allegedly claiming that his
"peace" had been ,kiolated by the demonstrator was filling out a police report atol
the cops had the unlucky demonstrator
shuffled off into a corner waiting to grill
him.
The demonstrator, whose own rights
had been severely trounced by a group
of ex-military personnel who felt antagon
ized by someone who had the absolote
gall to question the Establishment.
It’s the sante story all over the U.S. Hy
asserting one’s rights under the Constittition, he is efficiently denied the right
of dissent by groups who follow the Establislunent like sheep.

". . Now, turn around and start walkin’ . . . !"

Guest Room

CSEA Decries ’Industrial Bargaining’
By RALPH C. BOHN
President. CSEA Chapter 32
The California State Employees Association CSEA has, through its State College Academic Council, urged that any
elee
on the subject of industrial type
collective harga g for state college faculties be conducted under the following
conditions:
1. The election be conducted by the
only elected representative group of all

Thrust and Parry

Protester’s Arrest Approved
have led to an incident in which many passing
students could haw been innocently involved.

Hoover Hall Residents
Support Officer’s Action

Editor’s Note: The letter
tures.

Editor:

contained 59

signa-

Rigid Censorship Chosen
To Muckraking Left-Wing

We, the undersigned of Hoover Hall, have
sent President Clark a letter stating we feel
Officer Chapel was justified in his actions
against Alan Kokpe on Oct. 26. We feel that
the security officers of SJS should have the
authority to do as they see fit in a situation
where there is the slightest implication that
the well-being of the students is in danger.
If the officers do not have this authority, we
do not have real security. It seems obvious
that the hostile actions of Alan Kopke would

Editor:
I hope

your muckraking editorial writer,
Jim Bailey, was not speaking for the entire
Spartan Daily staff in his Oct. 26 "ditty"
about "Freedom for Colleges." In his daily
smear column, Mr. Bailey praises R. F. Kennedy’s typical way-out statement delivered
at Berkeley last Sunday: "It is not enough to
allow dissentwe must demand it." Bailey,
who thoughtlessly comes up with such "winners" as "We should be grateful for our
right to solicit for any cause," feel that
Kennedy’s quote must be brought to life in
order to "avoid the death bite of censorship of the mind." Well, Mr. Editor, if advocating support for left-wing demonstrators,
voting against the anti-pornography measure
and soliciting for "any cause" such as aiding
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the enemy, banning the pledge of allegiance
and school prayer.... Progressive Labor Party
and the Communist Party U.S.A. are a means
of avoiding the "death bite of censorship of
the mind," then I for one voluntarily submit
myself to the most rigid censorship possible.
Joseph 0. Reid
A81583
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state college faculties, the Academic Senate of the California State College
System.
2. The election be conducted simultaneously on all campuses.
3. The issues be clearly separated to
establish whether or not the faculty does
in fact want industrial collective bargaining.
TWO ELECTIONS
The separation of issues can be accomplished only through the use of the two
separate elections. The first should determine whether the faculty accepts or
rejects the concept of a single agency
form of ,eollective bargaining. If they
reject collective bargaining, no further
election is necessary. If they accept collective bargaining, a second election would
be held to select the bargaining agency.
If an election is held, CSEA will strongly oppose the establishment of collective
bargaining procedures and will encourage
rejection of this industrial concept.
1. There is no law permitting industrial
type collective bargaining in state service
and, if there were, the collective bargaining areas of economic interest would be
excluded, unless a constitutional amendment were enacted to remove fiscal control
from the Legislature. Without vast legal
changes, salaries and other faculty benefits
requiring funds would not be subject to
bilateral negotiations.
2. Who can be clearly identified as
management with authority to bargain -the Governor, Trustees, Coordinating
Council for Higher Education?
DISADVANTAGES
3. There appears to be little discernible
advantage to a "written contract" as compared to written laws, rules and regulations affecting faculty personnel affairs.
In fact, there are two obvious disadvantages.
First, an industrial collective bargaining
contract exists for a certain time, and
upon recognition, all provisions are sub-

ject to reconsideration. There is little comfort in the fact that all benefits are periodically "up for grabs."
Secondly, industrial collective bargaining contracts usually are negotiated behind
closed doors, permitting concessions by
either side without disclosure. In public
service, all matters, other than individual
personnel matters, are open to the public.
Can effective bargaining take place in
public or will it he hampered by outside
pressures, efforts to maintain an appropriate image for the membership, etc?
4. Application of industrial collective
bargaining calls for the use and threat
of strike or. "withhobline of services."
Since faculty interests are not motivated
by profit sharing, a strike may he interpreted as impeding the education of students while holding them as hostages for
personal gain.
FACULTY REPRESENTATIVE
5. Currently there are a number of
groups representing state college faculty.
Membership is highest in CSEA (over
3,70)) faculty members) followed by
ACSCP. Creation of a single identifiable
faculty group. possibly with exclusive recognition, would run counter to traditional
academic philosophies with respect to
faculty participation in administration
through the Academic Senate, the right of
a minority to espouse causes not supported
by the exclusive recognized group, and
the establishment of an industrial orientation in the field of higher education.
As an alternate proposal to industrial
collective bargaining, CSEA urges the
strengthening of the Academic Senate,
coupled with the effective representation
of faculty organizations before the legislative bodies of the state. This procedure
will permit united efforts on proposals.
Under this system, CSEA will bring its
100,000 plus membership in support of
proposals prepared by CSEA or other
faculty groups which will improve teaching conditions and provide for the recruitment of outstanding college teachers.

LOOK AT OTHERS
If these people who so valiantly lie
lieve in "their" rights would take a lock
at the rights of the other guy, maybe a
situation like last week’s wouldn’t develop.
You saw it happen at Berkeley with
the Free Speech Movement and with tio
Vietnam Day Committee protests. You saw
it in the South where by asserting your
rights as a U.S. citizen, you became th
target for police bullets and cattle proilte
and bombs front vigilante groups.
Well, police, there is something wrong
What are you going to do about it?
When are you going to start performing
Your function of protecting citizens who
are within their rights under the Constitution front those maniacs who feel "their’
cause and the Establishment’s edict aro
the only right things, and anyone whi
has the nerve or self-respect to call i
wrong had better look out because he’s
"wrong" and "we’re gonna show hint.’
NON-EXISTENT FEAR
It’s really bad when penile who cal
themselves "decent, law abiding citizens’
arm themselves to the teeth against a
non-existent "fear" and receive the full
cooperation of the police in their efforts.
Yet, it’s these same people who are the
first to criticize other societies that systematically deny their citizens the sante
things they would deny to people if they
were in power.
Pm talking about the right-wing neoFascist movement that is taking over the
U.S. today. When you have people arming
themselves and preparing military tactics
for a supposed "invasion" by a foreign
power and demanding that certain people
be "blacklisted" for their beliefs, then
something is wrong somewhere. Yet try to
deny them the "right" front squeezing the
laws anti Constitution to fit their purposes
and they scream" foul" as if we’re supposed to have some double standard.
Well, there are inequities in this world,
brother, and the people who would deny
its the right to try to right these wrongs
are the sante people who initiated and perpetuate them. They’re the corporation
executives, the politicians, the aristocratic millionaires who think that because,
someone is poorer monetarily than they
are, they have the divine right to boss
them around. Well, society shouldn’t work
that way, buddy, and we aim to give you
a run for your money.

Drive-in ad Dining Room Service

New from Windsong

to coincide with your vacation
New York, round trip, DC-8 Jet, only $195
Chicago, round trip, DC-7 Jet, only $155
Both these low fares include tax
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ARTHUR FERRANTE, left, and Louis Teicher
played to a standing -room -only crowd Friday in
Morris Dailey Auditorium. The audience was
treated to the celebrated Ferrante and Teicher
arrangements of such musical favorites as

"Slaughter on 10th Avenue," "Old Man River,"
"Love Is a Many Splendored Thing." The duo
pianists switched from one concert grand piano
to the other, proving that both were adept at
playing either one.
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Halloween Dead; Frankenstein Lives On
EDITOR’S NOTE: "Frankenstein"
(Signet Classics, CD329. SO cents)
is available in the ground floor.
mystery section. of Spartan Bookstore.

lifeless matter" only to create
a deformed being who, rejected
for his misshapenness, destroys
his maker by destroying those
he loves.

By CHARLOTTE WONG
Fine Arts Editor

It is more than a mere spook
tale, however, and several bits
of information related to it need
to be cleared up.
First, Wictorl Frankenstein
is the name of the scientist and
not of the monster, WHO 11AS
NO NAME.

Halloween is dead for another
year, hut interest in monsters
is more than seasonal, and pethaps the most enduring of the
classic horror stories is that of
"Frankenstein" written by Mary
Shelley in 1818.
"Frankenstein" is basically
the tale of an idealistic scientist
who bestows "animation upon
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Second, unlike King Kong who
was shot down from atop the
the
Empire State
Building,
creation ’.vas a rational being
who committed suicide in the
Arctic wasteland after gaining
vengeance upon his creator.
CONSIDER CONSEQUENCES
The former aspect is of especial interest in speculation. The
nameless being, for example,
may be regarded as a symbol of
the need for scientific responsibility and for human tolerance.
Both qualities are causes of the
resulting tragedies of Fiankenstein and his creation.
The dying Frankenstein even

him."

o call

admits, "In a mood of enthusiastic madness I created a
rational creature and was hound
to assure his happiness and wellbeing."
He adds, however, that because "duties to my own species
had greater claims to my attention ... I did right in refusing
to create a companion for the
first creature."
SYMBOL OF NEEDS
If Fiankenstein. at an earlier
date, had responsibly considered
the possible consequences of his
experiment, he might have postponed it until further research
had made it possible to generate
life in a less deformed frame.
The scientist might have prevented the anguish of the rejected being, who comments at
the sight of his dead maker,
"While I destroyed his hopes,
I did not satisfy my own desires.
They were forever as dent and
craving."
Perhaps the nameless figure
simply is a warning that in the
pursuit of knowledge, of ideals
and of one’s own happiness, one
should be careful not to lose
sight of the right of others to
pursue their own happiness, no
matter how much their objectives may appear to differ from
one’s own:
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8:25-11:80 a.m. Campus Report:
SJS News and Sports
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9ujiyanta gerpeten4 e&staurant
ILunches and dinners featuring sukiyaki, seafood, teriyaki chick’a
teriyaki steaks in a delightful atmosphere.
tand
PHONE 294-1330
850 MERIDIAN AVE.
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POLICE OFFICER?

rposes

Earn $638 to $776 a month

try to

slip.
Are you police officer material? You are if you have 60
world,

’Is of college credit. male, 21-34, and want to work in a

deny

progressive department with a thorough training program.
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There are 30 full -lime openings available in the City of San

City Hall
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RADIO
KSJS-FM, 90.7 me. today
5:00-5:40 p.m. Evolution of the
Big Band
5:40-5:45 p.m. Lockheed Digest
5:45-5:55 p.m. Sports with Hal
Ramey
5:55-6:00 p.m. Spartan Newsline
with Rich Shypertt
8:00-8:55 p.m. Light Classics
7:00-7:15 p.m. London Echo:
"Living Theatre" in the
Hampstead Theatre Club
7:15-7:30 p.m. Moments of
Literature
7:30-7:55 p.m. Symposium
8:00-8:55 p.m. TBA

801 N. First Si.
292-3141 Ext. 205
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It’. MAINE liKAVES
Spartan Daily Start Writer
A single splotlight illuminated
the concert grand piano. A German -accented voice spoke as the
piano greeted Fevante and
Teicher f a n s, "God ’ evening,
ladies and gentlemen." After a
few more introductory remarks.
the piano and its "wife." an
identical grand piano, didn’t
speak (luring the remainder of
the program. Instead they responded magnificently to the
talented fingers of duo pianist
Arthur Fe r r a nte and Louis
Teicher.
Ferrante and Teicher fans
waited Friday in a line which
extended two blocks past the
old science building. But it was
worth the wait once they entered Morris Dailey Auditorium
to hear the remarkable musicians in their "Double Play"
program, sponsored by the College Union Program Board.
SILVER JACKETS
Look-alikes Ferrante and
Teieher walked on stage, shining in silver lame dinner jackets
ant gleaming patten leather
shoes. Their music continued to
shine in expertly polished forms,
from their opening numbers
from the opera, "Carmen"
through their closing song, the
ever-popular "Exodus."
The two demonstrated their
musical virtuosity with the rippling sounds of soprano notes
in "Ebb Tide." They quickly
switched to the faster-paced
samba, "Brazil."
One phenomenal aspect the
the concert was that both knew
exactly which part of the song
they were supposed to be playing. There never was a hesitation in the melody. They always
ended simultaneously with the
musical vibrations in perfect
harmony. Perhaps this is due to
their piano duets which begin
at the age of six when both
were pupils at New York’s Juilherd School of Music.
’THEME TEAM’
"We’re
Teicher announded,
called the ’movie theme team’."
They proceeded to live up to their
nickname with beautiful intrumental arrangements of "Theme
(mm the Apartment," "Never
on Sunday," "More," "Goldfinger," and "Tonight."
After this medley, Teicher
quipped, "The notes are easy to
remember, it’s the words that
are hard."
After a brief intermission, the
two musicians appeared on stage
wearing flaming red and gold
lame jackets. Again showing the
brand of wit which has made
their programs one of the most
delightful in the country, Ferrante remarked, "Our tailor

Itv.,lc of A rt-

Agr CLPANERS

Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Saerialty

10% DISCOt NT
WITH ASH CARD

Art Cleaners

asked us to tell you that these
jackets are being worn only by
waiters in the finest Chinese
restaurants,’
"Here’s what you’d hear if you
were walking between 46th and
52nd streets in New York." Ferrante said. The two pianists presented a medley of Broadway
songs, including "Who Can I
Turn To," from "Roar of The
Grease Paint." "Fiddler on the
Roof," "People" from "Funny
Girl," and "Hello Dolly."
From their bag of tricks they
added sticks and such things as
rubber turning stops, invisible to
the audience. but which made
their pianos sound like gongs
and vibraphones.
The current Ferrante and
Teicher tour began Oct. 2 and
will end in February 1967, after
concerts have been given in 105
cities.
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DR. J. P. NIELSEN
Pt,,edr:n C. ilngneer
Recruiting Repre:.entative
For The

U.S. NAVAL CIVIL
ENGINEERING LABORATORY
Port Hueneme, California

Interview Graduating Students
B.S., M.S., or Ph.D. Degrees
CIVIL, ELECTRICAL, OR
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

MCOrti

THURSDAY, November 3rd.

Your trafily math.
3lone. ....S’pecializiny in

To sign up for interview and further information, contact your placement office.

gine 1ia3.1ic guitar!.
810

Town & Country Village

An Equal Opportunity Employer

296-6113

Plan . . .
. . . To Succeed
Prepare for future financial security
Protect your lifetime income potential
Prepare to be a more successful investor
THE ALUMNI SECURITY PROGRAM
Oilers you the security not included in your degree
See our San Jose State Representatives at:
289-0880
520 S. 10th St.
A DIVISION OF SAN FRANCISCO LIFE INSURANCE CO.

T1,

8:55-7:00 p.m. Spartan Spectrum

7:55-13:00 p.m. Spartan Sportsline

Jose. Apply now at ...
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SPARTAN DATLY-3

Dynamic Duo Show
Lively Fingers, Wit

titer.
.ainst

tilt

November 1, 1946

8:55-9:00 p.m. Spartan Focus
KXRIC, 1500 kea, today
7:50-7:55 p.m. Spectrum News
with Gary Price
8:30-8:35 p.m. Sportsline with
Gary Whitman

Musician To Play
Songs of India
Miss M. S. Subbulakshmi will
perform rarely heard songs of
India, ranging from classic to
folk and devotional, tomorrow at
8 p.m. in Dinkelspiel Auditorium,
Stanford University.
Tickets are available at the
university’s Tressider Unio n.
Miss Subbulakshmi also will perform Friday at 8 p.m. at the San
Francisco Museum of Art.

Enter Channel Eleven’s WIN...a gift certificate

PickinThe -Game
Contest

from MOSHER’S LTD.
RULES: Pick the winner and the
of the Spartan’s game with
Idaho. The person with the
closest guess wins. In case of
ties or duplicate entries, a drawing to determine the winner will
be held.

San Jose State (score)

3C018

(score)
Name
Address
City.

Phone:

Entry MUST be post-marked the Friday before
the game. Send your entry NOW! Use
the entry blank above or
postcard.

Mail Entries to:
KNTV, 645 PARK AVE., SAN JOSE, CALIF.
Winners to be notified by mail and announced
or "SPARTAN FOOTBALL HIGHLIGHTS" just
after the S.J.S.
KAM/
Homecoming
Parade on ...

THE SOPHISTICATED SCRAMBLER
Sophisticated is the word for Suzuki’s brand new X-6 Hustler Scrambler.
It took us a while to develop this rugged beauty but the result is the fastest production 250 cc Scrambler in its class. Compare the performance
of Suzuki’s 29 stampeding ponies, hooked to an all synchromesh 6 -speed
transmission, with other cycles up to 500 cc’s. You’ll realize what we mean
by sophisticated.

McCOY MOTORS
1930W, San Carlos

Phone: 297-5919
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Lowry Hurries Harriers
To Still Another Triumph

New Dirty Word?

Grid Adventures Confusing
Football is a dirty word.
Not really -- but a lot of people
would rather forget the past three
weeks in the grid adventures of
the SJS footballers.

The seemingly impossible happened Saturday when the University of Pacific proved stronger
than ever imagined as they toppled
the Spartans 38-35 in the most
lexciting game of the year.

(

VISIT THE
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EXCITING NEW

COLLEGE NIGHT
I Oc Seer 8 p m.9 p.m
odd

TOW1Sawc
COWRY
GALLEW
On Stevens Creek
Boulevard in the

Despite the excitement and nearwin, SJS still came out on the
and
prospects are
low end
really becoming dubious.
The offensive line, porous for
two consecutive weekends, tight-

Dancing 9 p.m. -1 a.m.

the
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12860 S. 1st
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227-8390Si
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Cuggino’s Pizza, Inc.

Town and Country
Village, Near Blum’s

Eight hundred sixty two
North Thirteenth Street

FEATURING
Prirate Oriental
Collection

requests the honor

Rest of 3lodern
America

of your presence

Original Oils
from Europe,
Latin America,
and the Far East

any day of the week
to enjoy a unique experience:

Real Italian Pizza

AVAILABLE
Handcrafted Custom
Framing

In Three Mouth -W.. atering Sizes

Advice in Decoration
Ilnusnal Treasures at
Prier.1

Also

lit honor of Homecoming, Cuggino’s will
gic forty cents off tin any size pizza to

WORKS BY
Don Rtnn,
Bete Bonk.
Beiges
Edith Dinkin
Traylor Dunwoody
Ozz Franca
Gomez
Roger Hope
Leo Jansen
r
Floeng
Banchong Ko, n
Don McGilvra
Pailiarci Peter Peiper
Al Ruiz ’.’
Ronarong
anz)
Beth Ames Swartz (Palo Alto)
Elaine Thompson ;Saratoga)
In Minh tV,etnem)
Alberto Vela (Los Angeles)
Gail Wong t San P-ancisco)

bearer of this advertisement. Offer good
through November 5, 1966.
Enjoy your pizza with a cool
glass of light or dark beer on tap.
S1NI)AY.T111 It ’41)
4 paii.12 Th111E1011
862 N. 13t1i

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
4 p.m..2 cm.
292.8119

end up to aid Danny Holman’s
aerial attack.
Kickoff and punt returns, which
have been a weak point all season,
suddenly twisted in the final three
minutes when Don Peterson scampered 58 yards, for the touchdown
which set up the dramatic closing
second.s, and raced 25 yards to
give the Spartans a chance to
pull out the win.
But the deefnsive line, rough all
season, seumbled to the rushes of
Jack Layland and the throwing
of Bob Lee. Laylancl pounded the
wall for 142 yards while Lee threw
in all sorts of ways for 176 yards
on 13 of 21 attempts. Not a picture passer, Lee tossed floppy
armed lobs and bullets to wallpapered receivers.
Coming back to form, however,
were Danny Holman, S. T. Saffold,
Steve Cox, Bobby Trujillo and
Jamie Townsend.
Holman stepped in with a special back brace to complete 21 of
32 tosses for 285 yards and two
touchdowns. Cox, sick all week,
made the Tigers a little weak with
his six receptions one a leaping
43 yard catch.
Saffold, playing before the home
folks, caught only three aerials,
all in the first half, but had three
more grabs taken away by penalties.
Townsend was effective with his
rushes, carrying the ball 10 times
for 45 yards and a touchdown.
Trujillo caught four passes, including two in the final seconds.
His last catch, on a screen from
the 40 yard line, fell 13 yards
short of victory.

Frosh Gridders
Lose to Taft JC,
Glad To Be Home
S.I S frosh fool ha I lens don’t believe the Taft J un ior College
eleven should be rated the fourth
best JC team in the nation they
feel they should he I anked first.
Coach John Webb’s grirlders
make the long trek to Taft anticipating a tough game and the
Taft club made their toughness
stand out in a 62-6 waltz over the
Spartababes.
The only bright spot offensively
for the frosh was a 30-yard touchdown pass from Bob Cushman to
Ed Pafford on a tackle-eligible
play and the running of fullback
Neil Powers.
Powers rushed for 75 yards on
draw plays alone, according to
Webb.
SJS rushed for over 300 yards
against the larger Taft club, but
couldn’t stop the home teams offensive thrusts. One of the rcmons
was the loss of Gary Henry of
the Spartans. The SJS linebacker
was injured in the first half and
may miss the Spartababes game
at San Francisco State Friday.

IS) JIM STREET
Spartan Daily Sports Writer
,Tom Laris of the New York
Athletic Club captured individual
honors, but the undefeated SJS
cross-country club ran off with
team honors in a combination dual open meet at Santa Teresa Golf
Course Saturday
In dual meet competition. the
Spartans scored their fifth straight
win with a 16-47 triumph over
University of California at Berkeley. SJS’ balance was again the
story with the Spartans caputring
the top four places and six of the
top seven.
Byron Lowry continued his
surge to the top of cross-country
laudits with a second place over-

all and first in the dual meet
standard.
Ulric a former national twomile champion, flashed the same
type form in placing first in the
30-man, 5.7 mile race. He is a
member of the NYAC, but ran
with the Athens Athletic Club of
Oakland.
Chris Miller, also running unattached, was third in the race and
SJS. duo of Steve Brown and Bill
Langdon fourth and fifth respectively. Rich Delgado, Athens track
member placed sixth and Jim Sullivan. another Spartan runner,
seventh.
Cal’s highest finisher was Bob
Price who placed behind Sullivan.
Laris covered the 5.7 mile dig -

’Nice Guy’ Polo Team
Drops Two Encounters
I.EW ARM I sT EAD
Spartan Daily Sports Writer

Just as water polo coach Lee
Walton turned his team from a
bunch of "routers" into a group
of nice guys. he has started to
regret the transition.
The Spartan poloists suffered
two defeats last weekend, due
somewhat to their lack of rough
play.
Friday afternoon they fell before defending national champion
UCLA, 11-6, and lost to Long
Beach State, 10-6, Saturday.
’DIDN’T ADJUST’
"We had to make an adjustment to the intensity of the officiating and physical aspects of
the (UCLA) game," said Walton.
"We just didn’t adjust well. We
were a bunch of nice guys while
they had a lot of body contact."
The lack of the Spartan adjustment was evident as UCLA jumped
off to a 6-0 first quarter lead.
SJS rebounded to outscore UCLA,
4-2, in the second half, hut. the
game was already decided.
Jack Likins highlighted the Spartan scoring Friday with tour of their
six goals. Greg Swan and Steve
Hoberg added the other two.
Stanford, who lost early in the
year to SJS, was defeated Saturday by UCLA by one point in
double overtime.
Saturday Bob Saari and Long
Beach State outscored the Spartans. Saari, one of the country’s
top polo players. tallied seven
goals, topping SJS’ total alone.
HIND HIGH
Greg Hind was high for the
Sparts with three, while Likins,
Doug Arthur and Ted Mathewson
each had one.
Dennis Lombard made a bid for
the starting goalie assignment,
playing the second half of the
UCLA game and all of the Long
Beach State contest.
The Spartans’ next activity is
scheduled for Friday night when
they host Stanford at 8 p.m.
The Indians fell to SJS early

in the season when Stanford was
still ranked No. 2 in the nation,
but Gary Sheerer is back for the
Tribe now. Sheerer was voted the
nation’s outstanding poloist in the
AAU tournament last summer.
"Last weekend was a mental
letdown for the team," reported
Walton. "We have been a team
that has been able to rebound,
but last weekend we took two on
the chin."

sPioais,

tance in 28:09.4, considered a fast
time on the rough course. Lowry
put on a stretch drive to finish at
28:16 and withstand ano t her
charge by Miller who was clocked
at 28:20.
Brown ran a 28:23 race with
Langdon following at 28:26. Sullivan had a 28:37. Rich Klemrner
28:59 and Chuck August 29:08.
Prior to the meet coach Tracy
Walters stated that he was looking for at least two his his runners to finish in the top four and
run under 30 minutes. If they accomplished the feats he felt the
Spartans w o uld have a good
chance at the national championships in Lawrence, Kansas.
Only one more meet separates
the Spartans from the season finale in Kansas, and that comes
Thursday at the Santa Teresa
course.
SJS will entertain several west
coast schools, including Cal, in the
San Jose Invitational at 4 p.m. at
Santa Teresa.
In a preliminary race, Ralph
Games drew praises from Walters by placing second in the SJSCal frosh race.
Cal’s Bob Walden, one of the
best freshman cross-country runners in the nation, showed that he
will be heard from in the coming
years, as he won the race in
28:46.8.
SPECIAL FOR
535 E. Santa Clara St. ONLY

assolgioc_iiLvo CLIP THIS COUPON ImmuzZigZr
,z4
This coupon and $1.49 is good for a COMPLETE Family Night Dinner (regularly
$1.79) any Monday, Tuesday, & Wednesday through November 30. Soup, salad,
vegetables, beverage; choice of entree and
desserts.
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1966 -- A GOOD YEAR
FOR HOMECOMINGS
S.J.S.
BEAT
IDAHO! ! !

OM TO NOC1’O1r5 FOR THE saw yams ...
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PRINTING
DUPLICATING
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50 COPIES
$24
15th YEAR OF BEST WISHES
For the past 15 years the management of Angelo’s Steak
House has been enthusiastic Spartan rooters. To them Homecoming has become a tradition just as it has to S.J.S. This
year as in the past Angelo’s wishes the best of luck to our
Spartans.

Angelo’s Steak House
OPEN 24 11()l It
oils

I iara

- FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Free parking at 38 S. 3rd Si.

(81/2 x U One Side, Including Paper)
Other quantities and sizes proportionately economical

HINT FOR A DIAMOND FROM PROCTOR’S
W. have been providing engagement rings to
three generations at girls In the San Jose Sr...--

WHILE YOU WAIT
(About 10 Minutes)

You can buy with assurance of quality and
talus when you select a ring from PROCTOR’S.
Come in and see our wonderful selection.

Prices from ;100.00.

NO MONEY DOWN

Globe Printing Co.
INSTA-PR INT DIVISION)

1445 SOUTH FIRST ST.

PHONE 295-6911

TERMS TO SUIT YOU

901
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Downtown SAN JOSE
Parkins Tirkets Validated
& Fri. ’ill C p.o.

307 TOWN C CC 1NTRY VILLAGE, SAN JOSE
Open Moo., Than, a n1.10111E6 5.e..Frtze Parking le Front of Store
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"The World’s Largest Bank"
. . . extends wishes for a very enjoyable
SJSC Homecoming.
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Here’s hoping you "hold up" those
"no account" Vandals of Idaho.

PARTS

ACCESSORIES SERVICE
141 S. 3rd Street
295-7525
OPEN THURS. UNTIL 9 p.m.
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Valley Fair Shopping Center
Sunnyvale

at San Jose Honda
Scrambler CL 160
Nothing Down and
$31.70 per month
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(2nd 611 San Carlos Branch)
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Marquise Cut
Diamond
Bridal Sets
An inspiring choice of advance designs combined with
glamorous Marquise Cut diamond beauty; rings that
always stay. never stray .... for maximum security.
Engagement and wedding rings are interlocked, cannot
twist apart or turn. In 14K white or yellow gold.

Drawing, Enlarged to Shoo Derail
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Gaily Striped
fashions for
Homecoming.

V
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A tradition of service that began with the West

Is the pace of the Homecoming festivities too
hectic for you?
Dine and relax with your friends in the unique
atmosphere at

You will find a complete range of modern banking services
available at the oldest bank in the West. Come in soon.

*.(4

%WELLS FAR GO BANK
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MANNY’S CELLAR

Specializing iv:

ITALIAN DINNERS ... SPAGHETTI
LUNCHES * DINNERS * COCKTAILS

\

286-5990

175 W. St. John

Why not pick a pair

GIVE FLOWERS

of campus shoes by

For Every
Homecoming Event

Cover Girl ...

i

iiiii

o
ideal for the H omecming
festivities is this hold -striped
shift la Wippette accented
with in a t c b i n g hip-swing
belt, jeweled buckle and buttons. 10012i- acetate. Sizes 3-13
Lime -Green anti Royal.
Blue stripes.
Striking -Pink and Gold
st ripen.

We can give you three reasons
why you should "pick a pair" of

Cover Girl’s campus shoes:
they’re correct, they’re cornrn
fortable, they’re colorful. ’Nuf
said? Come in and "pick a pair."

$ I9.98

Loafer in brown,
tiger’s eye, black
$10.99

covor girl
Flat in block suede
with black potent or brown suede with
brown potent ... $11.99

BOUQUETS

CORSAGES

N corkti

Corner of 2nd & San Fernando

Bankamericard

First Nat.’

al Charge

Now at three locations to
292-8311

"For flowers around the corner or around the world."

HEROLDS DOWNTOWN

HPROLDS TOWN & COUNTRY, INC.

74 SOUTH FIRST ST.

TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE

DOWNTOWN
86 South Fire St.
Open Mon., Thurs.
and Fri. Nights

J. Silber
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WESTGATE
1600 Soratoga Itlsri.
Open 5 Nights

FREMONT

Fremont Hub
Open 5 Nights
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Career Series
Career lamination Series, a
weekly explorational analysis of
various career opportunities sponsored by the SJS Placement Center, will begin tomorrow.’ with a
leo ore on t be field of prom amming. at 3:30 p.m. in ED100.
The programming hour will (centre speakers Harry R. Matthews,
:issistant vice president and chief

SE Grad Wins

Premier

To

’History Mystery’

FRED DONNELLY
,B.s.c.E.)

THERE IS A
DIFFERENCE

Connecticut
Mutual Life
The ’Blue Chip’ Company
that’s low in net cost, too

OPEN

.24 HOURS

TRUCKS age/+IONDAS TOO

BLFHLENE4
STEEL

1 671 The Alameda

Spartan Daily Classifieds
SKI

BOOTS.

KOLFLACH.

THREE-SPEED

aft..7 p.m. Markham Hall. Call 294.6019.
KNISSEL-RED STARS, 210 cm. Excellent
HELP WANTED 141
.
,..3r heels. $ i 25.
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(LARRY WOOD LATHE S 15. RadI drill press
7.BACCHUS, God
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NEED: RinkyTink piano player for weekends at Frontier Village Amusement
Park, Call 225-1500.
WANTED: Mature girl for babys111ing.
Room and board. plus salary. Call before
6 ’to298-0617.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
,,Neo

OE

FRIDAY FLICKS

AUTOMOTIVE 12I

30 c.-.
256.5461 .5
,-2,,an, read ’62 SPRITE MI. II. ’,and
I, runs well. $775.,
Call 293’2313
’57 MGA-LTD. Pebuilt engine, wire,
wine
Good too srnokey.
$800 at nered. 298.1012. Chris.

IN
lbs_w
*WO

’60 VW. Perfect condition. Best offer
-- , Dave at 292-0305.
’63 VOLKSWAGEN. Clean, !flu. milflxioe
-"at belts. SM. Call
1

illa.0,11111111,
rms
I

A

I 70 THI5 ON EYAM 13105 -IrCONFLI5E5 A WPM tkl, STUDENT
-FAEMENT THAT 1.11cr" 777 *ROW’ Kr TH’ RICK OF TH’ RCM."

’

’64 HONDA 150. VP,
Mot.- mwekauled. Call R,

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
just fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

’63 PLYMOUTH

’61 BONNEVILLE
Send to: Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San lose State
College. San lose,
Calif. 95114.

’58 KARMANN GHIA
"n -n.
’44 TRIUMPH 500 SR.
a ’

I...

I

1

i

’11 FORD
’66 VW
j
.j1
7
Ert. 2567 - 754 97.5
r60 JAGUAR 150
Good

One time

Three times Rya times

3 lines

1.50

2.25

4 lines

2.00

2-.75- 3.00

5 lines

2.50

3.25

6 lines
Add this
amount for
"rich inich
none! line

3.00L

335

2.50

.50

Name
City _ _

311’.

I

4.00
.50

For

.iold Hampden watch, in
t.r.ity. Reward. Call 287.

CUSTOM MADE contemporary wedding
r.nrik. Original jewelry in cast gold and
silver. George Lorimar& 354-1273,

TUTORING: Math, Arith., Algebra.
Trig., Geometry, Sciences, Physics, En.
oineerinq. Chem. Call 295.8041.
TYPING, in my home. Experienced, de.
vendable and reasonable. Call 294.1313.

days.

Address
TRANSPORTATION 191

Enclosed Is

117 E. Santa Clara
286-4034

Newman Club, 7:30 p.m., Newman Center. The regular general
meeting will be held.

Free Estimates
Free Towing

SCREEN SCENES

:01647":","’’,"VrrreVA",":".0164W

fjiare

siemaliona

4

THE FINEST

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC FILMS
"Flight"
Special
CINEMA
TOWNE
Return
7 & 10 p.m.
BURBANK
297-3060
Engagement
295-7238
"Dimka"
433 THE ALAN=
$S2 $0 BASCOm
2nd Week
8:30
Exclusive World -Wide
Anthony Quinn Alan Bates
Engagement
Irene Papas
s’

"FLIGHT"

"ZORBA THE
GREEK"

s:

MELINA MERCOURI

st

"PHAEDRA"

s.i ..

From The John Steinbeck Novel
AND

"DIMKA"
A Treasu,

-

RIDE NEEDED: Tues. and Thurs., fia end
rn Monterey, Del Rey Oaks district,
Will pay. Please call Mrs. Bowman, 394.
8796,
8.30 p.m. on woold,,yL or
anytime On weekends.

NY. Daily News

......V.W.."..."..V.:Ong....1ro."7::A4larerrA...W4Z’rays
SARATOGA ..T7h:0.0C11.0.1.0.:,45....
From 7 p.m.
294 5544
Continuos Fr,,.-,
1307-3026
400 SO FIRST
14502 BIG OASIN
12:30 Sunday
ZSZ’
8:45 per.
Nanette Newman Peter Sellers N,,s
Two Adult Only Hits
sZ
Michael Caine
John Mills

’Poor White Trash’
Zs0.
-AND’Common Law Wife’

THE

:Z.

"WRONG BOX"

EASTMAN COLOR
- TOP CO-HIT N
N, One Under 18 Admitted! ! !
Samantha Egger r
Terence Stamp
Z.
"THE COLLECTOR"
toWt,oifee’eWee4.01.4’..W..Welelith0.4440)44.14444014404000tee

STUDIO

Snack Bars

292-6778
396 South First
"The Last of the Secret Agents"

Open for Your
Convenience

’ Waco"
Student Discount Rates

San Jose Ski Association Presents

SKI JAMBOREE ’66
Friday, November 4

Pavilion Building

Saturday, November 5

Santa Clara Fairgrounds

SKI SWAP and IA111111’1’1
svith

KLIV’s Grant Plummer

PERSONALS171

21 & MARRIED. Receive age 25 or over
rates on auto insurance. Liability net $67
anniiallv. Dave Towle. 244-9600,

Start ad on

Discount
To All SJS
Students.

..4attco4 7pern4mw1on cpeciabu

Accounting Lab, 7-9:30 p.m.,
LN201. Open to all students needing help in accounting.

FURNISHED bedroom, kitchen &
1-In.at. All utilities paid.
’,flier. 292.1327.

SERVICES 181

- Phone

We Repair
All Foreign
Cars, Too.

Associated
Women
Students,
4:30 p.m., SD231. Interviews for
publicity chairman, Sparta Sings
chairman and College Board chairman will be held.

LOST AND FOUND 161

No refunds possible on canceled ads.

IPlease Print)

2:30

3.50

FOR SALE 131
"THE GREAT BOOKS" nf the on’
.
two volume cl,
a, R study course. 44
n
SPARTAN TRAILER, 805. One half rani
peril with pool. $1,250. 289.2136
2014 after 6 p.m. Kin.

FURNISHED APT. Two bedroom. Close
ramous. Good parking. 350 5. 10Ih
t 4. 291-4955.
$55

Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
for Each line)
Do Not Abbreviate

Cl Announcements (1)
Automotive (2)
El For Sale (3)
D Help Wanted (4)
El Housing (5)
El Lost and Found (6)
LI Personals (7)
D Services (8)
O Transportation (9)

KENNEDY HALL. Three contracts for
Immediate occupancy. Call 3870668. After 12.30 p.m.

LOST:
.50

Homecoming Committee,
p.m., IA Conference room.

Panhellenic Council, 5:15 p.m.,
APT. IN HOME. Bedroom, living room,
& bathroom. Kitchen facilities. Prefer Kappa Alpha Theta dinner meeting.
married couple. $65, utilities paid. 253
S. 161.11 293-0831.
TOMORROW
GIRL ROOMMATE wanted to share apt.
Arab-American Club, 3:30 p.m.,
., b ..lts from SJS. Very nice. Call
CH162.
286-2429 or 948.3053.
Neuman Club, Newman Center,
LARGE, CLEAN, QUIET 1 bedroom apt.
$103150 3 60 for 2, 1 ’sr 4 people. Fifth Street, Today is All Saints’
67a S. 10’h. 298-6319, 2 to 10 p.m.
Day. Masses will Inc celebrated
--- -- ----FOR RENT: Studio, $72 and I bedroom at the Newman Center at 11:40
apt., $90. 741 S. 6th 51., #7. 295-8531, a.m., 2:40 p.m., 4 p.m. and 7 p.m.
Ron or Ed.

TWO BEDROOM furnished apt. Three
block from campus. $120. 65 S. I Ith St.
298-2038.

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One time

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

’59 STUDEBAKER LARK T.

Spartaguide

American Marketing AisnockiMon, 7:30 p.m., Hungry House, 610
Coleman Avenue. Walt Powers,
area superintendent and instructor
0/FE 1 L RRACE needs hashers for din’ for the Dale Carnegie Courses of
America will speak. Social hour
5. 12th St. Call 295-9619.
at 6:30 p.m.
HOUSING Is)
Young
Republicans,
8
p.m.,
STATE HOUSE APTS. Two bedrooms, JC141. Speakers will be candidate
two fall bathrooms. Top floor. Three or for the 13th Senatorial District
four people. 508 S. 11th St. *1.
William Bradley and City CouncilTWO BEDROOM apartment. Redeco- woman Virginia Shaffer.
r,itod, pets and children allowed. $75
German Club, 3:30 p.m., ED414.
per month. 293-5995.
Spanish Club, 3:30 p.m., ED211.
One
bedWANTED: Male roommate.
Society of Automotive Engineer’s,
room apt. Close to SJS. $44.75 per
month. 287-0632, before 4:30 p.m. or 7 p.m.. Old Plantation Restaurant.
after 10 p.m.
Canterbury and Lutheran StuSINGLE ROOM FOR RENT. One block dent Organzlation, 4 p.m., Chapel
from campus, quiet and pleasant. Call
of Reconcilation. Meeting to in294-9687, Mrs. Hawkins,
clude "All Saints Day Eucharist."
APPROVED HOUSING. Vacancy immeIntervamity Christian Fellowdiately available for woman student.
Contract for sale, lasts through June ship, 12:30 p.m., L201. Bible dis67. 292.9602 oilier 5 p.m.
cussion.s.

IDEAL FOR COUPLE. $65. Larxe three
room apt., furnished, quiet. 835 S. 9th
. Apt. B.P. 378-0468.

’29 CHRYSLER.

’61 FORD.

Kehler Aluminum and t’hendessi
Corporation. Any engineering major may apply for trainee position.

UPPER DIVISION MALE. Clean, quiet
Theta Sigma Phi, no meeting
room, kitchen and shower. $30, double: tonight. Postponed until Nov. 15.
045 ,ingla. 46 S. 12fh,
Circle K, 5:30 p.m., E132. All
MALE ROOMMATE wanted. Two bedroom, furnished apt. 641 S. 1Ith, #10. members are urged to attend
"Operation Thanksgiving."
Call 293.6433.

Int
041rOtrjaii
111
1111111r1
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’66 HONDA 305 SCRAMBLER

’64 SPRITEpe

NoU f’onservation Service. All
CE majors may apply for positions
In civil engineering.

Spartan Shields, 6:15 p.m., Hl.

ST[C1AL BAY FOR BO AR 04CA.M12 TPA I LERS

7

,-1-

engr.

TODAY

BETHLEHEM

’65 HONDA CB 160 ",

Rocketdyne. HS or MS in Aero
Engr., ChE, ME, Metallurgical
(MS only i and chemist!"
majors are needed in design and
others.
North American Aviation, Inc.
BE, ME, CE, majors wanted for
design and R & D.

and physiology majors for positions in these fields.

Auto Transmission Repair

An Equal Opportunity
Employer in the Plans for
Progress Program

URGENT. : .,ngernent at Frosts C.onp, peals con
Dave. 258-5567.

and sanitary ChE, or MBA’s with technical
undergrad degree ate wanted for
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory. production mgmt. & tech. staff
For EE, ME, Chem., physics, math posit ii its.

ant, ME assistant
engr. assistant.

as

Join the action.
First step: pick up
a copy of "Careers
with Bethlehem Steel
and the Loop Course"
at your placement
office. Then sign up
for a campus interview.
Our 1967 Loop Class
has openings for technical
and non -technical graduates
and post-grads) for
careers in steel operations,
research, sales, mining,
accounting, and other
activities.

ANNOUNCINIENTS111

-40s

Autonetics. Majors in ChE, ME,
Alameda County Civil Service
EE, Metallurgical engr., math and
C’onunisslon. Social Science majors
physics (electronics oriented) may
may apply for social worker
Combined with her prediction for and EE majors interested in engiapply for positions in R & D, systrainees.
tems analysis and/or engr.
positions.
neering
a rise in the stock market, it won
Celanene Corporation. Bus. & lib,
THURSDAY
her a round-trip ticket to Los
City of Los Angeles Department
Sprague Electric Company. EE. arts for sales only, chem., mat’l
of Water and Power. CE, EE, ME
Angeles via PSA.
ChE, ME and physics majors may sci, physics for others in res., dev.,
and sanitary engr. majors are
apply for positions in res., des’., 8r prod., design, quality control and
CE assistants, EE assistneeded
manufacturing, res, scientist, cir- sales.
cuit design, process, manufacturCrown Zellerbach. ME, OR, ChE,
ing and indust, and application and EE for tech. positions.
engrs.
U.S. Naval Civil Engr. LaboraThe Proctor & Gamble Manu- tory, EE, CE, ME, wanted for
facturing Co. FIE, ME, IE. CE, EE, CE and ME positions.
Life Insurance Companies vary in
Editor’s Note: Publicity chairtheir performance and results. Bemen for all organizations are
fore you purchase, why not in.
requested to Include the full
vestige* our IBM ledger end innames and title of all speakers
dustry comparison ...
for club meetings. The Spartan
Evamine the insurance company
Daily cannot run announcebefore it examines you.
merits If inforrruition Is not COMplete.

of the Bethlehem
Steel Loop Course know,
where the action is.
He’s a field engineer for
our Fabricated Steel
Construction Division, one
of the nation’s greatest
building organizations.

STEEL

Job Interviews

in information processiteApplicants may sign up for job
riu tile Bank of America in San
inteniews In the Placement CenFrancisco, and Dr. Maurice II
Last week’s winner of the Spar- ter office, AD31234. Appointment
Halstead, technical staff consultTuesday for
ant for information processing at tan Daily’s History Mystery con- sign-upri begin on
lot ersiew, the following week.
Lockheed in Sunnyvale.
test is Mrs. Rebecca Cartes, a
Degree candidates may obtain
Qualifications for employment.
furt her information In the Placetypical duties, beginning and long- psychiatric social worker and gradrange salaries and trends in the uate of SJS. Mrs. Cartes, who is ment (’enter,
field will be discussed.
a part-time student at the college, TOMORROW
The Marquardt Corporation. ME
lives with her husband at 16667
and Aero Engineering majors are
Oleander Ave., Los Gatos.
wanted for positions in engineerWinchester was the correct an- ing and scientific res.
swer submitted by Mrs. Cartes.
United Air Lines. For ME, Aero

FREE
Ski Movies

Entertainment

Fashion Show

Door Prizes

Lift Passes

Tours

Adults $1, Students 75c
Children Under 10 Free with Adults
Hours: 6 p.m. until 1 a.m.
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WHICH ONE?
Before election results were
announced, each of the five Homecoming Queen
contestants was photographed and interviewed
as if she already had been selected. From left,
contestants Hilary Goldwater, Cynthia Whit-Fed,
Kathy lmwalle, Suzi Seydel (the eventual winner),

by

Dave Stout

and Cynthia Berkinshaw ponder the future as
Rick Skinner, Spartan Daily reporter, questions
the girls. The student election of Miss Seydel \
was announced with her coronation Saturday
night.

PA RTAN

SUZI SEYDEL
... 1966
Homecoming
Queen

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, TUESDAY, NOVEMBER I, 1966

SECTION B

Homecoming, 1948-1966

Activities Reflect Colorful History
All the excitement and glamour of the 1920s, including vintage cars, racoon coats and straw
hats, will characterize the 1966
Homecoming celebration. Parades, homecoming rallies, a bonfire rally, a Coronation Ball and
a grand marshal’s banquet are
highlights of the week.
Homecoming 1966 is the 18th
...,lobration of its kind. A long
and colorful history is behind
this year’s festivities.
In 1948, first year of the
event, 30 floats led a parade
down First Street, followed by
a marching alumni group, the
college band, and the students
in a conga line. A small rally
(lance and a house decoration
contest were part of the event.
Homecoming 1949 brought two
coed queens to the campusone

for Homecoming and another for
the Spartan Daily. The Daily
Photo Editor Bob Hemingway
found out that one of the candidates had been a Rose Bowl
queen.
Assuming that she would win,
Hemingway had a large engraving of her made for the front
page. The judges were of a different opinion and chose some
one else.
ASH FLOAT
Lloyd’s of London insured the
1950 bonfire for $1 million for
the 1950 Homecoming Celebration. It was also the first year
that students voted for Homecoming queen. The ASB came
under heavy criticism for spending $200 on its float.
The first Homecoming Variety

Show, "Sparta Serenade" was
held in 1952. For the fifth consecutive time, the Spartans won
the Homecoming game by beating Brigham Young, 44-27. An
estimated 20,000 spectators
viewed the parade down Seventh
Street, and a fraternity’s flagpole sitter drew a large number
of viewers.
OPEN RIVALRY
Open rivalry between the College of the Pacific (now University of the Pacific) and SJS
broke out in 1953 when COP
Invaded the campus with paint
Pots.
Not only did COP invaders
paint the campusthey stole the
campus bell.
The Spartans retaliated by
kidnapping two belles from COP
the head song leader and a Ira-

ternity queen. Spartans also retaliated at the game that night
by a score of 7-6.
1954 saw the Spartans’ first
win over Stanford since 1900,
19-14. Another highlight of 1954
was the queen candidate who
was sentenced by the ASH Judiciary to two hours work in the
Activities Office for displaying
posters more than 73 hours before the polls opened. Charges
(Continued on Page 8B)

Suzi Seydel, 1966 Homecoming
Queen, began living a dream
Saturday night.
The willowly blonde, sponsored
by the SJS Marching Band, accepted her award in graceful
tears at the Coronation Ball.
The ceremony culminated a long,
suspenseful competition and the
conclusion was a fitting tribute
to the dignity and beauty all
five finalists brought to the contest.
Miss Seydel, as gracious in
victory as were the runners-up
in defeat, said "I wish that I
would be able to thank everyone
personally for making this possible. You know, I think that
every girl has dreams of being
a queen. But being queen for
such a wonderful school is the
greatest thing that could ever
happen."
Suzanne, a 20-year-old senior,
was overwhelmed by her selection. She said, "I was very
thrilled to be asked to represent
the Spartan Band as its candidate. I hoped then that I could
just make the top 10, ’and when

I did, I hoped I could just make
the top five. But this. . . .
"It’s such a great honor to
take part in a Homecoming
Queen contest for such a huge,
great school. It is almost needless to say that this is an experience I will never forget.
"Now, as queen, there is so
much I want to do. I would
never want to do anything that
would make anyone say, ’How
could we ever have supported a
girl like that?’ A Homecoming
Queen should always look her
best and remember that she
must be a dignified person. Oh
she should just be someone of
whom everyone would be proud
to say, ’She’s our Homecoming
Queen’."
The lovely speech major, who
loves to ski, dance, play tennis
and sew, was enthusiastic about
every phase of the Homecoming
contest. "Throughout all the
judging and voting, I have met
so many people I would never
have had the opportunity to
meet otherwise," the queen said.
"Everyone has been just won-

derful to each candidate, including the Homecoming committee,
the teachers and all the others
who helped make everything run
smoothly."

Homecoming Week
Tomorrow Queen Suzi and
her court will make a Seventh
Street appearance, and the
Grand Marshal’s Banquet will
be held Thursday, Nov. 3. at the
Villa Felice. A reception will
be held at 7 p.m. and a dinner
at 8 p.m.
Dress-up Day is Friday, Nov.
4. the Grand Marshal’s reception is Friday at 11 a.m. in H1,
and the bonfire and dance is at
7:30 p.m. in the Fairgrounds
parking lot No. 2.
The Homecoming Parade
starts at 10 a.m, in downtown
San Jose. The parade will be
covered by channel 11. Then the
game against the University of
Idaho will begin at 1:30 p.m.
An alumni reception will follow the game at the Hyatt
House.

Saturday’s Parade C ommenc es at 10 a.m.

The 1966 Homecoming Parade
will step off at 10 o’clock Saturday morning from St. James Park.
Fifteen float units and several
antique cars carrying Grand Marshal Poytress, the Homecoming
Queen and her court, the BandAides and cheer and song leaders,
will proceed to the closed portion
with a typical "flapper" girl on
Also presenting a speakeasy on of Seventh Street to the music
top. The float is entered in the wheels are Sigma Chi and Alpha
"A" Division.
4
Omicron Pi. In this "A" Division
.
float, Spardi will be featured
throwing a Vandal off the float.
Kappa Sigma and Delta Gamma
display Spardi bathing in a tub of
gin as he dunks a Vandal. Real
bubbles will emerge from the "A"
’JOIN
Division float.
"Bump Off the Vandals" is the
theme for Delta Sigma Phi and
Chi Omega. Spardi will emerge
from a large cake and use a machine gun to dispose of the Vandals seated around a table at the
front of the float. This is another
"A" Division float
The sisters of Sigma Kappa,
along with Delta Upsilon fraternity will also enter in Division
"A" competition. Spardi will be
seated in a 1920s airplane and
throw bombs on Vandals who are
drinking from a keg of beer.
At 10 a.m. on Saturday, Nov. 5,
the 1966 Homecoming Parade will
make its way through downtown
San Jose. Along the route, the
parade will pass by the cameras
of KNTV, Channel 11. Commentators for parade coverage on
KNTV will be Stu Park, a KNTV
announcer; Mike Neufeld, Homecoming publicity chairman, anti
Joyeelyn Smith, SJS junior drama
major.
At 12:30 p.m. a special pre-game
show has been planned for early
arrivers for the SJS vs. University
STU PARK
TV narrator of Idaho football game.

Float Design Reflects the Twenties
By ROGER ’MOWN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
In keeping with the "Roarin’
Twenties" theme for Homecoming,
the Greeks are building floats
which range from bathtub gin to
a speakeasy on wheels. Floats will
he judged during the Homecoming
Parade on Nov. 5.
Floats are entered in one of
three divisions. Division "A" floats
must have moving parts and no
more than $250 can be spent for
the entire float. "B" Division generally has no moving parts although they may be included. Between $75 and $150 may be put
into the work. Division "C" is the
novelty division.
Since SJS vies with the University of Idaho, many of the
float builders have included "Vandals" as part of their theme.
Spardi represents our SJS team as
the Vandal is representative of the
Idaho team.
The brothers of Sigma Alpha Mu
have joined with Alpha Epsilon Phi
sorority to build their own Ziegfeld
Follies. They will enter in the "C"
Division.
Also in the "C" Division is a
speakeasy on wheels being built by
Sigma Alpha Epsilon and Kappa
Alpha Theta. An old milk truck
will provide the foundation.
The Theta Chl and Kappa Kappa
Gamma float will feature a 1920
gangster car with Spardi shooting
Vandals along side of the car. At
the rear of the float will be a piano

Hilary Goldwater. Miss Seydel and the four
other lovely coeds who comprise her court
came through the rigorous competition with a
distinctive dignity of which the collage always
can be proud.

Queen Suzi Begins To Live
DA I LY Her Dream At Coronation

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

HOMECOMING EDITION

-Photo by Dave Stout
HAIL THE QUEEN
Suzi Seydel, unaware of
her selection by SJS students as 1966 Homecoming Queen. displays the same regal poise
as she demonstrated throughout the contest.
Her admirers, from left, are Cynthia Berkinshaw, Kathy Imwalle, Cynthia Whiffed and

of the SJS Marching Band and
nine high school marching bands.
Following the parade, all floats
will be driven from the parade
destination at Seventh Street to
Spartan Stadium, where they will
remain for display purposes.
The winner of the float contest,
which will be announced during
halftime at the football game Sat,
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tuday night, will be the first to
secure the perpetual trophy recently made for annual winners of
the Homecoming Parade Division
A.
The 35-inch trophy currently on
display in the Student Activities
Office has enough space for 40
to 80 names of winners, according
to Shel Tracy parade chairman.
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-By Prof. Roger R. Condon

The trophy will remain on display
in the College Union after the
name of the first winner has been
engraved on it.
Combinations of living centers
entering floats are Sigma Alpha
Mu and Alpha Epsilon Phi; Royce
Hall and Toad Hall; Allen Hall
and Hoover Hall; Sigma Alpha
Epsilon and Kappa Alpha Theta;
University Dames; Acacia and
Catholic Women’s Center; Theta
Chi and Kappa Kappa Gamma;
Washburn Hall and Markham Hall;
Sigma Chi and Alpha Omicron
Pi; and Sigma No.
Others are Kappa Sigma and
Delta Gamma. Delta Sigma Phi
and Chi Omega, Air Force ROTC,
Sigma Kappa and Delta Upsilon,
-end Merri Lee Hall.
High school bands participating
in the parade will represent Overton. Homestead. James Lick, Terra
Net. San Jose, Lincoln. Samuel
Ayer, Mt. Pleasant and Leigh High
Schools.
KNTV, Channel 11, in cooperation with the SJS Drama Department, will broadcast the parade.
The parade route will pass the
Speech and Drama Building on
San Fernando Street, where the
television cameras will be located.
Official anchor man for the television coverage will be Stu Park,
SJS graduate and employee of
KNTV. Co-hosts will he SJS students Mike Neufeld and Jocelyn
Smith.
The entire parade television crew
will be composed of SJS students
and faculty. Charles Chess, instructor in drama, will direct the
hour-long parade coverage. Frank
McCann, associate professor of
drama, is the program producer.
Coverage of this year’s parade
marks the third consecutive year
that KNTV has televised the
event.
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Tursrhy, November 1, 1966

Baia Brass To Play Dixieland Tunes at Pre-Game Show
Dixieland sounds of music will lane they march on the field will with the queen and her court %via mirch using diagonal lines, and a ; neuvers to the song "El Cornea.; strel and charleston number by the
12 Band -Aides, a coed dance group,
be the SJS Marching Band. The precision drill employing intricate chero."
be heard during the 1966 Home- be during the half-time show.
A combination soft shoe, mm - will add to the Roarin’ Twenties ’
"We’re striving for simplicity show will include a new downfield diamond and "x" cross -over ma-1
coming pre-game musical show by
spirit.
the Baja Brass on Saturday after- and dignity to show the purpose
All choreography will be dinoon. Nov. 5, in Spartan Stadium. i of the half-time show," says Dave
directed by the Band -Aides’ leader,
This band, originally formed to Colmar, 1966 Homecoming halfMiss Sun i Seydel, current homeduplicate the sound of Herb Al- time chairman.
coming queen contestant finalist.
pert’s Tijuana Brass Band, will
SHOW BEGINS
add some Dixieland music to keep
The eight minute show will bewith the Homecoming’s Roarin’
gin when the antique cars, symTwenties theme.
bolic of the ’20s era, will come
The band, SJS’ own Mexican
from the west end of Spartan
rock -jazz group, is led by graduate
Stadium. In the cars will be the
music major David Satre, who also
1966 Homecoming Queen and her
plays lead trumpet.
court and their escorts.
Other band members include
Emeritus Professor William PoyMichael Rubino, music major, on tress, 1966 Homecoming grand
trombone; Dennis ()saki, business
"This year the winner if the
marshal, will escort the queen
major, on drums; Stan Koehler,
window displays will have the
down the red carpet to the platbusiness graduate, on bass; Phill
name of his store put on a perform, which will face SJS’ rooting
Snyder on trumpet, and Don Mcpetual trophy," stated Sanford
section. Her court and their escorts
Dowell on guitar.
Fish, chairman for downtown merwill follow the queen down the
chants for Homecoming.
During the pre-giune show, royal carpet. An honor guard of
which is set for 12:15 to 1:15 p.m., the Pershing Rifles, AROTC miliFish listed those merchants in
the 120-piece all -male SJS March- tary science honorary, will line
the window display contest thus
ing Band Will a I..,’’norm.
both sides of the royal path.
far, as: Paul’s Jewelers, J. C.
After introductions, the queen
Penney, J. Sillier (women’s wear),
HAND
and her court will receive their
Bloom’s -Thayer McNeil (shoes),
’,led by Roger
This ban i
trophies. ASB President Jerry
Stuart’s Apparel (women’s wear),
Muzzy, ass’s lit le professor of muSpoiler will present Grand MarBerg’s Men’s Wear, Roberts Book
sic, and assistant director William shal Poytress with a lifetime ASB
Store and Hale’s Dept. Store.
graduate music major.
membership.
The window displays, all centerThe band will present its Ira During this time the cars will
ing on the Homecoming theme of
cut ional pat riot ic pia-game show
have slowly made their way around
"Roarin’ Twenties," will be judged
with lii the "run-on." (2) the
the stadium and will end up in
on Thursday, and first, second
spell out formation of the letters
front of the platform again.
and third place awards will be
S -J -S to the tune of "San Jose
presented. "Winners will be judged
State Fight Song," (31 the preGI’ESTS ENTER
cision drill "Glory Alley" routine
The queen, her court escorts
to "This Is My Country," and 14) and other official guests will enter
Photo by Bill Bayley
the "Battle Hymn of the Republic" the cars to be transported to a
sung in four-part harmony and special area in the rooters’ section
polish
Approximately fifty persons will
AN ANTIQUE CAR gets the spit ’n
featured in the ending drill pre- which will be reserved for them.
Mary Collins, Brian Burgess, car owner, Dave
be responsible for this Saturday’s
treatment in readiness for the 1966 Homecoming
senting the 12-man color guard,
Helping Colmar with the halfparade coverage on KNTV. The
Colmar, chairman of the halftime show comhalftime show in Spartan Stadium. Cars, similar
captained by band president John time plans are Margaret Bonanno,
camer as, microphones, cables,
mittee, and Margaret Bonanno. Crandall and
to this old Ford will be the "royal coaches" for
Twin drum majors Tom Candlish Mary Collins, Jim Crandall, and
crowd controllers, technical assistthe Misses Collins and Bonanno are members
the queen and her court. Applying the elbow
and Glenn Ishiwata will precede min Miner.
ants and announcers are all stuof Colmar’s committee.
grease method are, from left, Jim Crandall,
the band onto the field. The next
Sharing the half-time activities
dents or graduates of SJS. The
only three posts filled by members
of the Drama Department staff
are director, producer and technical supervisor.

Miss Sandy Germaine, National
Two Baton Twirling champion and
Miss San Jose State 1966, will also
be featured in a jazz -twirling
number.
Tom Muller. radio-TV major,
will be the announcer during both
the pre-game and half-time shows.

Trophy for Winner
Of Window Displays
on originality, spirit and overall
appearance," added Fish.
Many of the stores entered in
the contest have their window’,
decorated by professionals. There
will also be a plaque for the rierson or persons that actually decorated the window.
The window displays will not
only help promote the SJS Homecoming, but will also help the individual merchants’ business "The
store with the most eye-catching
display will probably reap the business of those people on the streets,
before and during the parade,"
Fish noted.
The Homecoming Parade will be
held Saturday, at 10 a.m.

SJS TV Crew

Masters Program in Cybernetics Offered in Future

JIM RAUH
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The primary aims of San Jose
State College as one of the Cali-

Its primary purposes are to pro- ences, in applied fields, and in the
fornia state colleges are reflected
in statements made in the Educe- vide both undergraduate and grad- professions, including the teachuate instruction, through the mas- ing profession.
’Hon Code "Higher Education:
ter’s degree, in liberal arts and scithe Slate College System."
Graduate work at SJS began in
September, 1946, when the college
offered fifth year instruction for
general secondary teaching candidates, The master of arts degree
with a teaching credential was
authorized in 1949; the master Of
THE COLLEGE SHOP
science degree in 1955; and the
98 SO. 3rd St., San Jo-,
liberal arts master of arts degree
297-2941
in 1958.

Coast Radio

DEUTSCII GRAMMOPHON

Classical Record Sale
Reg $5.98 & $6.98 albums
now

$3.47

Enrich your record library now at this special
price. A marvelous selection of the world’s
great music. Works by Tchaikovsky, Beethoven, Delius, Mozart, Bach, Chopin, Rach, maninoff, Wagner, and more . . . perform. Ince: by equally impressive artists.

Coast Radio’s College Shop is just for you!
In addition to our classical LP’s, we keep a
-omplete stock of jazz, folk, and pop records
designed to satisfy every musical whim. Of
rnarse, our prices are the lowest, while quality
the highest.

PLAN LISTS
Currently, the graduate program
at the college is run according to
a five-year Master Plan. This plan
is an itemized listing of all the
new graduate programs proposed
for adoption by SJS.
These new programs are developed by the faculty themselves,
then sent through a series of
boards and committees for approval. Final SJS authority on adoption of all new graduate programs
is the All -School Curriculum Committee.

tween ever-advancing technology
and the social, behavioral, biological and business sciences.
In concept and context it is of
pioneering and experimental nature within the California State
College Syhtem.

a

CONCEPTS BASED

As explained by its founder Norbert Weiner, a mathemetician at
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, cybernetics provides
language and techniques which
permit attacking problems of control and communication involving
messages between men and machines, machines and man, machines and machines, and within
PROVIDES CAPABILITIES

Every year the college grows,
and with it grow the educational
needs of its students. It is for
this purpose that the graduate
program expands and brings new
fields within the reach of the
state college student.
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MAGNAVOX custom stereo for
tables or shelves. Four speakers, mi.
cromatic player, walnut finish. Model
3-CABIO. $129.50
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SERENDIPITY SINGERS I
Tomorrow, Nov. 1 8:15 p.m.
at
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San Jose Civic Auditorium

STUDENTS
See Kress & Co: for your everyday needs
and receive a 10% discount on all merchan-

dise purchases by showing your ASB card.
S. H. KRESS & CO.

170 S. First

DURING

YOU CAN TELL THEY’RE

SPARTANS

(9016,e
t9feti

ALWAYS DISCOUNTS TO SJSC STUDENTS!

Ifitl’

University of Santa Clara

COLLEGE
Modern Office Machines thanks SJSC Students
tor their rained patronage.

Coast Radio’s College Shop also of
fers to the discriminating patron the
very finest in phonographs, stereo
MAGNA.
systems and radios . .
VOX.

********************Int***************************

*
The concepts upon which the
Tickets available at Sherman-Clay 293-6252
*
curriculum is based come from the
*
Or at the door
sciences of cybernetics, computers,
and systems, all of which have
Prices: 128, $2, $1.50
been developed to a high level of *************************************************
application sinee World War II.

The MS. curriculum, in association with a modified undergraduThe new program is then gent
on to the Board of Trustees of the ate preparation, is intended to provide engineers with the capabilities
California State Colleges for final
and awareness appropriate to the
approval.
changing world of the technologIn the near future, and in the ical society.
years to come, SJS plans to adopt
Looking towards the future, SJS
many new programs in a wide
has also made plans for master of
number of fields.
science programs in aeronautics,
communications, entomology, geOFFERED SOON
Described as "man-machine mo- ography, health and hygiene, inrality," the field of cybernation dustrial engineering, law enforcewill soon be offered in a graduate ment, mechancial engineering and
nursing.
program at SJS.
A true product of 20th century
thinking, the graduate program in
cybernated systems is intended
to prepare individuals for better
understanding, interpreting, planning and researching in the area
of complex interrelationships be-

STORES
CREAM
ICE 1074
Lincoln Ave.

During this special weekend you cart see them everygame, or anyplace

where; at the parties, at the big

SJS students meet. A school ring is the symbol of a
great achievement in your life, not just for this weekend, but for a lifetime. Get yours now at

Re6eptli

Book

330 SOUTH TENTH

an Fernando
2034588

OPEN. Mon.-Thur. 9 a m 9 p.m.: Fri. -Sat. 9 a.m,.5 p.m.
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Chairman of Homecoming
Explains Role, Activities
Goal of this year’s Homecoming
chairman is to make this the best
Homecoming San Jose State has
ever seen, according to Bill Honey,
this year’s chairman.
The job of the chairman is to
coordinate complete activities such
as preparation of floats, selection
of queen, and grand marshal.
"Ilse chairman tries to get the
10 committees under him working
together for one purpose," Honey
explains, adding that emphasis is
put on student participation in all
committees.
As chairman, Honey must make
all 10 committees do their job,
such as arranging for the appearance of Stan Kenton’s band
on Wednesday, Nov. 2, in Morris
Daily Auditorium at 8:15 p.m. Posters also must be sent out to the
downtown San Jose area, and publicity must he directed to fraternities and sororities.
Last year’s bonfire was cancelled because of smog and fire
regulations and Santa Clara County Fairgrounds were not available,
Honey explains.
This year, however, Honey and

4t/

ArdrAY

YES

All Airlines
Have a Critical
Reservation Shortage
If you are planning to fly anywhere from DECEMBER 8th to
JANUARY 6th
RESERVE NOWPAY LATER
Air fares, round trip to.
$217.65
New York
217.65
Philadelphia
233.00
Washington, D.C.
249.50
Boston
200.00
Honolulu

his fellow workers were able to
schedule the County Fairgrounds
for the bonfire, which will be held
at 7:30 p.m. on Friday, Nov. 4.

THE BONFIRE IS BACK! After a year’s absence, the traditional
Bonfire Rally will again open the 1966 Homecoming Weekend
activities. Spardi, SJS mascot, will ignite the bonfire with a torch
lit by Homecoming Queen Stu’ Seydel. The rally will start at
7:30 p.m. at the Santa Clara County Fairgrounds, 10th and
Tully Streets.

Rambling Suzi
Queen Suzi Seydel likes to ramble around on weekends in "old
Gertrude," her 1949 Plymouth. She
purchased the car while she was
a senior in high school with money
earned while working in a concession stand at a zoo. In addition to
working in a zoo, Suzi has served
as a swimming instructor, a dance
teacher and as a park director.

the day before the events take
place. She should "be on a friendly
level with the women, but also
just a little above them," Miss
Black declared smilingly.
"I had no problems with the
girls this year. They were very
cooperative," Miss Black stated.
The chairman also has to coordinate with the girls Coronation Ball
chairman. It is the duty of the
Homecoming Queen chairman to
rent the crown and to get five
trophies, according to Miss Black.
"The queen chairman should
make sure that only she, the publicity man and the election board
know who is the winner of the
Homecoming Queen Contest," Miss
Black warned

Homecoming
Schedule

The huge bonfire will be construeted of railroad ties donate,’
by the Southern Pacific Railro,,,i
and shipping boxes supplied by thi
San Jose (7offin Company.
Midway in the program Spartb
will light the bonfire with a torch
lit by the Homecoming Queen.
5.1.5 pep band, composed of members of the Spartan Marching
Band, will provide music for the
pep rally.
Following the rally the Coachmen, a local rock ’n roll group, will
tairform until 11:30 p.m. The area
around the bonfire will be available for dancing.
Everyone is invited, according to
Williams and Fitzgerald. "Students, alumni, parents, friends, everyone is welcome," th,, stated.

rXe tic
Salon of
Beauty

VAUGHN
PRE -HOLIDAY

SUIT SALE

Special

KNITS (III
It17".
GO

Now 1I/2 Price

COATS

VAUGHN’S pre-licliTay
bonus event ... cur entire
stock of natural sliiiulder
snits at S price. Choose
from vested suitS, tweedS,
sharkslins and worsteds.
Made to retail from 69.50
to 135.00.

SWEATERS

NOW 7/2 PRICE

SUITS
DRESSES

TOPS

new Styli

(10.

Grand Opening

EVERYWHERE

Queen Chairman Relates
Suggestions to Successors
This year’s Homecoming Queen
chairman has some helpful hints
for her successors.
It is important to start organizing for Homecoming in the spring,
because the Homecoming Queen
chairman does not have the time
in the fall to set up events. The
chairman must be with the coeds
most of the time, according to
Maureen Jo Black, Homecoming
Queen chairman.
"It helps if you go over everything with last year’s queen chairman," Miss Black said.
The chairman, she added, should
decide early the date for queen
elections and should clear this date
with the election board chairman.
who submits the date to the Activities Office for approval.
It is advisable to invite outstanding personalities to be judges,
Miss Black stated.
This year, two of the judges
were Dean Cornelia Tomes, dean
of women, and Pat Spooner, field
director for the Miss California
pageant.
In the spring, the homecoming
chairman should arrange the qualification rules in an orderly list
and submit them to the Election
Board chairman.
"To run the elections efficiently
the chairman should attend some
ASB meetings to find out how to
proceed," Miss Black stated.
Miss Black does not have any
sub-committees to help her. She
has to send out all rules and
regulations and application blanks
to the queen candidates. She has
to ask for equipment from Audio
Visual Services and other sources.
She has to write thank you notes.
The chairman, she pointed out,
should practice with the coeds and
the 10 finalists. She should make
a list of important dates and what
to Wear and then remind the coeds

The crackle of fire and the darkened silhouettes of the SJS yell
leaders will once again be a part of
Homecoming with the re-establiSliment of the traditional bonfire
rally.
The Santa Clara County Fairgrounds, 10th and Tully Streets,
will resound with Spartan chews
as Homecoming weekend begins
Friday at 7:30 p.m.
The bonfire rally was not held
last year because the Fairgrounds
were unavailable.
As a climax to dress-up day, all
students are encouraged to wear
costumes of the Rollin’ Twenties,
this year’s Homecoming theme, according to Harlow Williams and
Tim Fitzgerald, co-chairmen of the
Bonfire Rally.
The rally will get under way
with the introduction of Harry Anderson, Spartan football coach and
representatives of the team.
The Homecoming Queen and her
court, dressed in the fashions of
the ’20s, will also be introduced,
along with the SJS yell leaders
and song girls.
To begin his official duties as
Homecoming grand marshal, Professor William "Wild Bill" Poytress, will lead a cheer with yell
leaders.
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SKIRTS

from 34" to 67"
BANS CRUM CARDS wELCONO

CAMS

-4re our
Specially

476 S. 10th Street

286-0837

FROSTING SPECIAL
Reg. $17.50 for $12.50
Long Hair for $14.50
Limit 1 per customerOnly with this couponExpires 11-7-66

For school, casual and dress, knit
leads the fashion parade. Choose
from our selection of manufacturers’ samples at a fraction of retail price. Add spice to your
wardrobe with co-ordinates and
separates in all the new fall colors
olive, plum, rust and the new
heather tones.

FASHION BOX
261 E. William
Two Blocks from Campus
Open 10.6 Weekdays, 12-9 Thurs.

.014eleNt.
sss DISCOUNT ON ALL MERCHANDisr

11%116118
AT BATHER GATE
ESTABLISHED 1927
FPANCIKO. MUM, LOS MOM& MIME
MO WO. MIAOW IACIMMO, MOM

SAN JOSE
12$ S. Fourth St.
PALO ALTO
174 University Ave.
Open daily 9-6, Thurs. 9-9

1111111/111011

MSS

111ƒ11111111,

WEDNEsti
Old -Time Piano Playing
Spartan Cafeteria.
--Queen and Court -- Seventh
Street Appearance.
8:15 p.m.Stan Kenton and Orchestra --Morris Dailey Auditorium.
THURSDAY
7 p.m.Grand Marshal’s Banquet
Reception at the Villa Felice
in Los Gatos.
8 p.m.Grand Marshal’s Banquet
Dinner at the Villa Felice In
Los Gatos.
FRIDAY
All dayDress-up DayStudents,
faculty and administrators will
dress up as in 1920’s.
11 a.m.--Grand Marshal’s Faculty
ReceptionHEl.
12 noonGrand Marshal’s Luncheon at the Plateau Seven Restaurant.
Fair7:30 p.m.Bonfire Dance
grounds Parking Lot No, 2.
SATURDAY
10 a.m.ParadeDowntown San
Jose.
10 a.m. Parade coverageKNTV
channel 11.
12:30 p.m.Pre-game Activities
Spartan Stadium
1:30 p.m.FootballSJSC vs. uni
versity of IdahoSpartan Stadium.
Alumni RecepFollowing game
tionHyatt House,

"All prices plus
U.S. Gov’t. Tax"

We have block space
via TWA and A.A.L.
jets departing Dec. 17,
9 a.m. to the East.
RETURN ANY DAY

SPACE LIMITED
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAYS
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
TELEPHONE RESERVATIONS
ACCEPTED
Notice: Student steed -by is not
in force from Doc. 15-24 aad
Jan. 2-4.

297-8000
Don Davis
Sao Jona Travel Service
223 S. Mat St., San Jews

Too Busy to Cook? Our Specialty
"Burgers to Go."
Call 295-9487 and pick -tip your order ready to eat.
50c
Vs 16. Jumbo Burger
with mayonnaise, lettuce, onions & tomatoes
2841
Deluxe Burger
28e
Foot Lung Hot Dog
30c
Creamy Milk Shakes

Burger House
388 F.. Santa Clara St.

HOMECOMING!
NOVEMBER 5!
ENHANCE THE
OCCASION WITH
FASHIONS FROM
MACY’S VALLEY FAIR

Handsome houndstooth check wool homespun sportcoat by
Worsted Tex*. Tailored exclusively for Macy’s. 59.95. Worn by
Jerry Boren. Judi Blair chooses a marvelous knit to dress up or
down. Orlon* acrylic in navy with a tiny gold belt and turtle
neck. 5-15. 19.98. Macy’s Own Champion sport coat in glen
plaid at 39.95, worn by Jim Moon. Carol Gadsby sparks the
Homecoming scene in a gay little suit of soft quilted wool.
3-13. 39.98. Brent Osborne dresses up to the occasion in an
imported wool sharkskin suit, 69.95. And Jackie Edenholm opts
for a winning combination --camel colored jacket with gray
flannel skirt, sparked by an orange turtle neck knit shell. 55.98.
junior fashions, second floor; men’s fashions, street floor, Macy’s Valley Fair

K
K

THE
DOG HOUSE

i4
{4
{4
{4

FREE COKE OR
A
COFFEE WITH THIS {4
ENTIRE AD AND ANY
FOOD PURCHASE
{.1
1

10 different hot dogs.
Hamburgers - shrimp
chicken - steaks
fountain.
for fake -out orders:
287.1184
good food 24 hrs, a day
3413 E. Santa Clara St. (at 8tH
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At Morris Dailey Auditorium

Kenton Plays Here Tomorrow Queen Suzi Mark

Music of the 1920’s will be given ton and his orchestra pit
, formance cost $1.75 and may be
Homecoming! obtained at the Student Affairs
11 progressive jazz interpretation part of this ye
li’elebritt1011.
MOITiN
$:15
in
tomorrow night at
Business Office.
All tickets 1..1. the . ite.1.11‘ perAuditorium when Stan Een-1
Dailey
D
The jazz musician’s style has
been described as "Ineudo-symphonic, modernistic, rhapsodical,
and frequently dissonant."
Kenton, a Aative of Wichita,
Special Student Rental Rates
Kan., moved to Los Angeles with
price
of
any
purchase
to
rental
applies
Three months
his family at the age of five and
3 months
rnachine if you decide to buy.
..1 the age of 14 was studying the
riocodi
....ordings of pianist Earl Hines.
We also rent electrics, portable and standard.
Before forming his own band in
1941, he was a member of Gus
.1 rnheim’s Orchestra; staff pianist
lii
the National Broadcasting
2935383
Company; and pianist and assist[33.1bkshed 1900
24 So0h Spcond
ant conductor of Manny Strand’s

TYPEWRITERS RENTED

$18

Can jo4e ’Typewriter Co.

Orchestra.
Kenton and his band made their
debut at the Rendezvous Ballroom
in Balboa, Calif. in 1930 and
played their first big Eastern engagement at New York’s Roseland
Ballroom in February, 1943.
By December, 1945, Look Magazine named Kenton and his group
-The Band of the Year for 1946."
Kenton has made more than 40
albums for Capital record company. Some of his compositions include "Artistry in Rhythm:" "Opus
in Pastels;" "And Her Tears
Flowed Like Wine:" "Concerto to
End All Concertos" and "Eager
Beaver."

Third Band Victory

The coronation of Suzi Seydel
as Homecoming Queen 1966 is the
continuation of the trend for SJS
Marching Band candidates to will.
This is the third year in a low
that the candidate of the band

queen will participate in.
She will be presented during tit
halftime show in the game Satur
day against the University o
Idaho.
In 1964, Mary Blomquist w

MARY BLOMQUIST
... 1964 Queen
has been crowned queen. She is
also the third queen that is a
member of the Band-Aides.
Miss Seydel, 20-year-old senior
speech major from Sacramento,
will reign one week. Television and
personal appearances, downtown
window display judging and the
grand marshal’s banquet are only a
few of the many activities that the

BETTY LOU MATHES
... 1965 Queen
crowned queen, "with a glistening
tiara on her head, red roses in her
arms and tears of joy in her eyes."
"A beautifully radiant Miss Betty Lou Mathes walked through a
protective SJS Pershing Rifles
archway at the Coronation Ball to
accept her crown as the 1965
Homecoming Queen," said the Nos.. 1
1, 1965 issue of the Spartan Daily.

Meet Ralph Frey, Jr.,19
He’s a college junior.
He has a pilot’s license.
He can read 3,000 words a minute.
Watching Ralph’s hand fly over the pages (his
hand acts as a pacer), you can’t believe that he’s
actually reading. He must be skimming.

Just to show you that Ralph Frey is not unique,
here are beginning and ending speeds of typical
Bay Area Reading Dynamics graduates:

But he’s not.
’Ralph Frey can read the average novel in a little
under 40 minutes. Once, while standing in a bookstore, he read three complete novels before he was
asked to leave,
lie studies between 1,500 to 2,000 words a minute,
and rarely dips below 1,000 wpm, even on the
toughest material.
Most significantly, however, is that he can comprehend and recall what he’s read -right down to
the details.
Ralph Frey is not a mental freak. Nor is he a
naturally fast reader. He learned this revolutionary
technique of rapid reading at the Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynamics Institute. He is one of more
than 15,000 graduates in the Bay Area.
Ralph was one of our better students. He started
the course at about 400 words a minute and
increased his rate 8 times. Our average student
begins at about 300 words a minute and works up
to speeds over 1,500 words a minute.

Improvement by typical graduates
in words per minute.

Youcandothis,1km!
"Reading dynamically," says Ralph, "means that
I can cover both the required and the suggested
reading for a course during the first month of the
semester. That leaves time for more extracurricular
activities. On the weekend before an exam, I’ve
reread several complete texts."
You may not learn to read quite as fast as Ralph
Frey (and then again you might!), hut the
nationally known Reading Dynamics Institute
guarantees that you’ll at least triple your reading
speed with good comprehension -or receive a full
tuition refund.

light Reading
1s1 wk 8th wk
Jtunes R. Adams, Student 485 2,625
Ben Stein, Student
227 1,514
P161 2,000
Karen West, Teacher
Peter Momfield, Student
335 1:600
R. C. Katz, Economist
500 1,875
Peter Kindschi, Student
318 1,688
Gene Timmon, Minister
592 2,961
W. W. Trusz, Engineer
150 2,700
John M. Gage, Student
441 2,197
Gary E. Myhm, Machinist 266 2,571
Richard A. Hein, Engineer 351 3,700
Steve Feldstein, Student
548 2,126
L. R. Johnson. Mkt. Analyst 365 4,500
Kathleen Smith, Student
395 3,500
Betty Breslin, Receptionist 441 3,250
350 2,800
L. B. Hooper, Doctor

Difficult Ronan
1st wk Wit
355 1,580
186
900
392 2,080
219
800
296 1,180
911
281
375 1,200
330 1,600
311 1,050
214 1,266
295 1,700
331 1,400
308 1,200
278 2.000
214 1,200
266 1,400

The technique of dynamic reading was
discovered by a Utah schoolteacher.
Evelyn Wood first observed dynamic reading 18
years ago when a university professor read her
term paper at an amazing 6,000 words a minute.
Mrs. Wood’s curiosity caused her to look for other
exceptional readers, and over the next few years,
she found 50 people who could read faster than
1,500 words a minute, with fine comprehension,
outstanding recall, and great reading satisfaction.
She was now sure it was possible to read faster
than anyone had thought, hut the question of how
was not yet answered. It took 8 years of toil and
research, working with "natural" fast readers
before she developed a technique whereby average
students learn to read 3 to 10 times faster.
The first Reading Dynamics Institute was opened
in Washington, D.C. in September, 1959. Since
that time institutes have been opened in 61 cities

At a recent teaCher training conference Mrs. Wood
emphasized that dynamic reading is nothing like
the skimming techniques commonly used in speed
reading courses. "You read five times faster," she
pointed out, "not by reading every fifth word, hut
by reading five times as many words in the same
amount of time"

SEE FREE DEMONSTRATION
SAN JOSE
Hyatt House
Thursday, November 3, 8 p.m.
PALO ALTO
Rickey’s Hyatt House
Wednesday, November 2, 8 p.m.
SANTA CRUZ
Dream Inn
Tuesday, Nosrember 1, 8 p.m.
Thursday, November 3, 8 p.m.
You will see a Reading Dynamics graduate read at

READING DYNAMICS INSTITUTE
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA OFFICES

OAKLAND
1440 Broadway

8234232

PALO ALTO

770 Wel, /cad

327.1991

SAN JOSE
1290 N. F.ril St,

293.8081

FRESNO

444.8277

485.880

2015 I Sr.

SANTA ROSA, MONTEREY
171? 451, Sr.

342 5547

419 WeINter

373.1328

In Spring 19435, Dr. Patrick J. portunity to go into the field for
Ryan, professor of elementary ed- observation on elementary educaucation, introduced a new tech- tion and then return to the campus for evaluation and seminar
nique that would he an experiabout new teaching techniques to
mental .innovation for the SJS be initiated in these regular classDepartment of Elementary Edu- room environments.
cation.
The plan, currently in practice
at a few colleges and universities
110,111111 111 II
around the country, is known as
Individualized Professional Education Program (!PEP). IPEP
gives the graduate student an op-

EUROPE
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SINGLE ADULTS ...find out how
interpersonal COMPATIBILITY
testing and computerization can
reward YOU! Examine our new,
LOW-COST program without obli-

One person at each demonstration will win a
Icily paid scholarship to Reading Dynamics.
For information an classes and other demonstrations in your
area, mail coupon below or call.

MAIL
COUPON
TODAY

To: Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynamics 1nsfifute, Dept. 12
1440 Broadway, Oakland, Calif.

El Please send dciscriptive folder.
Please send schedule of demonstrations and classes.
I understand that I am under no obligation and that no
talesman will call,

NAME

CITY

gation...learn the EXCITING de-

4

’399

ZIP
I

; 1?

tails of this scientifically proven
servlce by sending for your FREE

inc. tax

Round Trip

brochure TODAY! No salesman
will call.

From Son Jose
to London:

June 13
From Paris
to San Jose:

Sept. 10

STREET

SACRAMENTO

New Techniques in Elementary Ed Dept.

amazing speeds from a hook he has never seen
hefon and then tell in detail what he has read.
you will see a documented film that includes actual
interviews with Washington Congressmen who have
taken the course.
You will learn how Vvi* can help you to faster read..
ing, with improved comprehension, greater recall.

n

Evelyn Wood

SAN FRANCISCO SERKELEY
St. 21st
424.0707
349.0111

SUZ1 SEYDEL
. . . 1966 Queen

and natl.., .1 eiii
throughout the Colts ii
for the course now tops 200,00.

Call
Prof. David Mage
at SJS, Ext. 2562
at Home, 264-9275
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The Case of the Missing Queen

’48 Queen Interview ’Next to Impossible’
By VALERIE DICKERSON

thw
dur
0
waa

I told myself it would be fun ...
Interesting
.
challenging- I"
little did I know that finding the
1948 Homecoming Queen of SJS
would he next to impossible.
How did it all begin? I shudder
to remember but for the sake of
my journalistic efforts- I will try
to ietell the course of events.
The assignment, due for the
Homecoming edition of Spartan
Daily, was to track down and interview the first Homecoming
Queen of SJS. Easier said than
done, believe me. Armed with the
Centennial Sports Section of a
1957 Daily which contained a resume of former SJS Homecoming
Queens, I optimistically, almost
confidently, left the Daily newsroom with every intention of
"warpping up" this assignment
with the greatest amount of expediency (Foolish girl!)

leen
pning
a her
Betigh a
titles
all to
1965
Nov.
)aily.

The initial problem was obtaining the name and year of the earliest Homecoming Queen. It was at
my fingertips. But fate plays tricks
on us all. Although a quick glance
at the dated paper revealed Miss
Gaynell Miller of Sigma Kappa as
being the first queen ever crowned
at SJS Homecoming activities (in
1948), there were greater consequences of this discovery yet to
COMO.

confident, and definitely not rely- where to leach the lost queen, and let-viewed by a newspaper, Ow
, consequently, was of no help what- ri really didn’t know why I hail
tog on it.
"chosen" her for a feature stor
Anticipating the unforeseen, I soever.
I hadn’t!
."
Flattered as she was to lie inreasoned. . . "Just in case. .
So, I called the Homecoming Committee none of whom could be
reached, and left urgent messages.
By this time, as I’m sure you’ve all
imagined, the Alumni Association
had called and said this was all on
file in the Registrar’s and Student
Affairs Office (Great!),
Most emphatically the Registrar’s Office didn’t have it.
RAY OF HOPE
The first ray of hope came fiom
a member of Student Affairs, who
laboriously poured over reels of
microfilm and presented me with
Queen Gaynell’s married name,
Pifferini. and the 1948 Oakland
address of her parents.
It was a lead.
Anxious and definitely motivated
as deadline time was fast approaching, I turned to the Oakland
City Directory to validate the
former address.
They didn’t match,
Could you possibly envision two
long distance calls to Oakland in
broad daylight? Neither could I,
but it happened.
The number from the city directory was unheard of by the Oakland operator. The second number,
however, secured from the microfilm, led to a bizarre conversation
and chain of events.
"
reI identified myself
porter for the Spartan Daily
San Jose State . . ." From that
point, it WM no longer a brief,
concise conversation in locating
the former queen, but a congenial,
personal discussion with a dear
lady that answered the phone,

It’s the war of Smoker vs. Non-

"WALK"and the fight is on.
of The Non-smokers of each group
charge head-long from both direcSeventh and San Carlos each hour
tions into the Smokers from opand half hour of every school day. posite directions, who stVing their
The battle begins as two large flaming cigarettes carelessly to
groups of smoking and non-smok- and fro.
Often a. Snaoher will punctuate
ing students, teachers, and innocent passers-by line up opposite a sentence for a colleague and
each other, waiting impatiently for thrust the sizzling weapon to the
the "DON’T WALK" sign to side. Ouch!
change
The Non-smoker always loses.

smoker

at

the

intersection

4,6at66ed
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This is it,

et.

If in the coming days you should
see a reporter with a scowl on her
lace, looking a little oblivious to
all around take no notice. And
whatever you do, please avoid the
question of what happens to old
homecoming queens.

TIMM, not0.0

STATE REXALL
DRUGS
are the heart of
our business"

Jergen’s
Bath Soap

Aqua Marine
Moisture Lotion

go to the same place at the same

$1.10

10
(REGULARLY 20c1

5(15 F.. Santa

SPARTAN IIOUSE
During the Homecoming celebrations. relax and
reminesce with the "old gang" while dining at

Pizzas

Ravioli

Spaghetti
’telephone

4111 & San Carlos

MMUMMONNEUMONMMINNMOMMINNMNINMMMEMEMMMOMMUN .

Sandwiches

orders welcomed --- 292-2840

MMENOMMEMENUMONNUMMMMM’

Perhaps the main "melting pot"
where students can exchange ideas,
read, study, listen to music, eat,
or just sit, watch and listen inbetween classes is the cafeteria.
The library is also a center of
activity for students. During the
day and at night students congregate in the various sections open
to their use. Here they spend time
doing research, and general study-

Lounges are open to everyone.
One such lounge is located in the
Speech and Drama Building on the
second floor.
But of course, there are other
off-campus localities where students can go during their rl-pe
hours. SJS has its many pizza
Parlors. snack shops. and places
to dance, all located very near
campus.
But new things are in store for

aGS
15c

Kleenex

3 Hershey Bars

Tissue

BARN

RED

The Nation’s Newest,
Best Tasting-Double Decker!

BARKE’lli
BIG BARNEY is the Red Barn’s popular doubledecker hamburger sandwich. Here’s a sandwich
that’s big in every way . . . especially in eating
enjoyment! Big Barney includes two grilled patties of beef, a slice of creamy, melted cheese,
crisp, zesty pickle and a special savory sauce ...
all on a tasty, toasted double-decker bun! Head
for the Red Barn. Meet up with Big Barney and
eat up for less while you’re enjoying the best!

15c
5c

10c

Paper Towels

10c

Crest lg. size

29c

BETTER THAN
THE BEST
AND COSTS
MUCH LESS!

(REGULARLY $2.20)
of

ri

II

Aqua Net
Hair Spray

Human Hair
Eye Lashes

59c

$3.99

(REGULARLY 98c1

(REGULARLY 56.95)

Tulip
Ice Cream
Sundae
25c

Coffee Shop Special
286 9494

270 E. Santa Clara
(Next to Lucky Market)

11111111111111111181111111111111i

time.
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ORANGE WINZIT

-

Leisure Time Offers
Many Student Outlets $

the subject of their interest.
Each day the many clubs on
campus offer guest lecturers, films,
exhibitions. Each week there is a
featured "Book Talk" in the cafeteria by a faculty member informed on the subject.

297-4797
389 S. First St.
Open Monday Dire Friday 9 to 9
Saturday until 6 p.m.

tans for a big %sin user Idaho. And after the
game sictoriims Spartan rooters are gathering at Orange M inzit for a relebration party.
Es eryone is ins ited.

WHERE IS the first Homecoming Queen? Valerie Dickerson is
still wondering. When asked to track down and interview the
oldest homecoming queen of SJS, she tackled the problem immediately, only to find that it was next to the impossible. If you
should see her around campus walking, avoid the question asking
her what happens to old Homecoming queens. She just might tell
you.

"Charge It"
State Book Shop

1.I.1 010 1.01

public.

Orange A invil a i,11" g’""Ilinkto
the SPal..

Photo by James Brescoli

ing in the rooms specializing in

"Prescriptions

I.

/ation that my deadline was upon
me. What to do? Frantically I
,i(arehed and delved into hy tired
mind tor a story. An explanation.
The tinging words of my profs
Pounded in my brain: "A reporter
never comes back without a story."

Need I say more?

Now! You can just say

When buying new books, used
books, paper backs or remainders
at the State Book Shop. Any approved oil company or other credit
card will be gladly accepted.

pt.

Distraught, II,
eil, and upset, I
I was suddenIN iarred to the reali-1

DESPERATE SEARCH
Quite logically (at least so I
thought at the time), the best way
to locate her would be to check
the Alumni Association, Perhaps
this in itself was a mistake, because the expressions on their
,
faces as I explained the situation.
showed no sign of recognition to
the problem at hand. Following a
Nice? Yes. Long? Definitely.
lengthy explanation a nd their
promise to call me that afternoon But, informative? Not a chance.
The outcome: My charming
with her married name, address,
Just what do some 22,000 stu-1 the future free hours of students. 0
and phone number, I left, once friend had never heard of the Milagain optimistic, yet not wholly ler family, therefore had no idea dents do when they aren’t in including our new Student Union
classes? It’s certain they all can’t to be completed in December, 1968. ,

Smoker Fights Non-Smoker Every Day

CHEER ON THE
SPARTANS!

and

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON
MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE
Puritan Oil Co.
Ith b William
10t5 & Taylor

6th b Keyes
13th & Mica
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BARN

250 E. Santa Clara St. (at 6th and Santa Clara)

286-8650
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Specializing in
Italian F recta, I (rrinan
Japanese Hriti-h !swodisli
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Marshal ’Wild Bill Renowned
.
*.:*. For Witty
Classroom Remarks
tie explained, "but I used tu sir
-.1 go wild in class."
The Poytress brand of classi,-..,,
humor is a legend among tho,
who attended his classes in ecte
!acmes. Shortly after %Voila War
II. women’s hemlines began to
ascot I. Prof. Poytress was asked
to comment.

.

Es

r

I

Wild Bill" had a di Li,: ly per, nal approach tc education. "I
.d to help students to help
r,in_selves." he said. ’The import am thing is to give them the
n ake al
itnils so ty
he eam
’rhe transition from teachirrc, tc
tvtirement was an easy one fin
Poytress. "I just started readid
all the books I didn’t have time
for before."
Poytress and his wife Maude
also have done SOMV
since his retirement. Two years
ago they journeyed to Hawaii, and
in December they plan to visit
Australia, New Zealand, and the
general South Pacific. area for
three months.

WHAT NOWT
"What ant I going to do tot. inspiration now?" he moaned.
r
On another occasion, it is said
lie broke up a class by striding to
itte window and opening it just as
I ial year’s ASH president was
ahout to speak. The president was
.
notorious for his longwindedness.
MAY WHITE
But the Poytiess wit was not
When he returns to his home in
always vocal. Once he appended a
notation to a lengthy student pa-. Saratoga, the active grand marper, "You have here a constipation l shal may begin a hook. "If so, I’ll
of thought am! a diarrhea of cull it Modern Totalitarianism," he
said. "It’ll be my course written

Newspaper Reviews
of
Dr. John Gilbaugh’s Book

"A PLEA FOR SANITY IN THE
PUBLIC COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES"
elf ;r,ereq groups to seize control
and universities are forcing
into, eth.cational chaLs, one of
- q.iished edw:ators reveal..
k titled, ’A Plea for Sanity
thc Public Colleges and Universities.’ "
Wcody Johannes in
The Daily Transcript
Concord. California
Wi 1.1 Di. (_,ilbaugh ha.. hit the nail dead
Editorial in
The Antioch Ledger
Antioch, California
Dr. Gilbaugh’s Plea for Sanity is on sale at:
Spartan Bookstore
right on campus"
At $1
Roberts Bookstore
3.10 s 1016
per
copy
Powell’s Bookstore
lit
80
1.

AeIntaPt
CUSTOM WHEELS AND TIRES

$Os’

M. T. INDY TIRES
CHROME & MAG WHEELS
CUSTOM ACCESSORIES
THIS COUPON WORTH $2.50 TOWARDS PURCHASE OF ANY 4
WHEELS OR TIRES. EXPIRES DEC. 31. 1966
lIMIT i PIP CUSTOmfa)

HAPPY
HOMECOMING

2,74444

(VALUABLE COUPON)

584 S. First St., S.J.

I

roils

california book co., ltd.
serNing
students

TO ALUMNI
AND STUDENTS

San

Jose

fon- oNer 25

faliforoia hook to..
134 e. sun fernatirio

don it .1 I can connense it that
much "
Beyond his intellectual interests,
Poytress has a talent for landreaping, which has been applied to
his one -acre estate in the rolling
hills of Saratoga.
He finds time to come into the
SJS Library about twice a week
to read and, until recently, maintained an office on campus. "I’ve
been !vatting all I can about the
economics, history, and culture (il’
Australia," he said.
A lively wit, a searching mind, a
green thumb, and fascination with
the world, its people, and its politics- all are attributes of the man
who will lead Saturday’s Homecoming parade through downtown
San Jose.
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MONDAY

TUESDAY

Selections

Selections

Roast Breast of Turkey, Sage Dressing,
Mashed Potatoes, Giblet Gravy.
b
-ed Green Beans, Old -Fashioned
- Bread
Breaded Veal Cutlet, Buttered Noodles,
Cream Gravy. Peas and Carrots,
Old -Fashioned Corn Bread
Sliced Bar-B-Q Beef, Fluffy Mashed
Potatoes, Buttered Green Beans,
Old -Fashioned Corn Bread
Salisbury Steak, Mushroom Sauce,
Buttered Noodles, Creamed Carrots,
Old -Fashioned Corn Bread
Grilled Pork Chop, Apple Sauce, Fluffy
Mashed Potatoes, Buttered Green
Beans, Old -Fashioned Corn Bread

A

Grilled Ham Steak, Cherry Sauce,
Glazed Sweet Potatoes, liny Sweet
Peas, Hawaiian Cobbler Cake

B

Beef Stroganoff, Buttered Rice, Waxed
Green Beans, Hawaiian Cobbler Cake
Stuffed Bell Pepper, Tomato Sauce,
Mashed Potatoes, Fresh Julienne
Carrots, Hawaiian Cobbler Cake
Roast Leg of Lamb, Mint Jelly, Rice
Almandine, Waxed Green Beans,
Hawaiian Cobbler Cake
Deep-Fried Shrimp, French Fried Potato
Nuggets. Horseradish Sauce, Fresh
Julienne Carrots, Hawaiian Cobbler
Cake

C

D

E

it,SI I.;
Spartan lialb 4tiilt %% filer
Tivinenclous advances have been
innate in curriculum, methods ol
instruction and general attitudes
in education since our parents
went to college. A change has been
evident all over United States colleges and universities, and at San
Jose State students, professors and
the public have felt this sonic
boom in educational processes.
"Twenty years ago history students did not have the opportunity
to explore the non -European world.
Now courses in Asian affairs and
as well
Oriental studies are of
as a contemporary course in the
Worid since 1945," said Dr. Howard Melendy, professor of the History Department. A new course
which is on the drawing board for
history majors is a course in the
History of Science and Technology,
which will explain the evolution of
this kind of society, said the professor.
Foreign languages are still with
us, but since WWII a revolution in
the methods of teaching languages
has taken place. Besides the
French, Spanish and German courses, Russian, Italian and Japanese
have been added to the curriculum. Now they am all taught by
the audio-lingual method, in contrast with learning grammar and
reading first, according to Dr.
Wesley Goddard. chairman of the
Foreign Language Department.
Speaking is emphasized in the beginning which gives a more lasting
knowledge of the language.
The realms of geology have enlarged so much that now Washington is thinking about sending
- -

A

Selections

Roast Leg of Pork, Apple Nut Dressing,
Brown Gravy, Mashed Potatoes, Harvard Beets, Pineapple Bavarian Cream

B

Burgundy Meat Balls, Mashed Potatoes,
Brown Gravy. Spinach with Bacon,
Pineapple Bavarian Cream

C

Swiss Steak, Rice (Spanish Style),
Spinach with Bacon, Pineapple Bavarian
Cream

D
E

Corned Beef, Cabbage, Boiled Onions
and Carrots, Pineapple Bavarian Cream
Lamb Curry, Rice Pilaf, Beets Pineapple Glace. Pineapple Bavarian Cream

WEDNESDAY
)

11

B

C
D
E

Swordfish Steak Vin Blanc, Scalioped
Potatoe Buffered Broccoli, Cole Slaw
Pot Roast of Beef, Mashed Potatoes,
Red Cabbage, Sweet & Sour, Pot Roast
Gravy, Cole Slaw
Veal Cutlet, Scallopini Sauce, Mashed
Potatoes, Buttered Broccoli, Cole Slaw
Baked Ham Hawaiian, Scalloped
Potatoes, Buttered Broccoli, Cole Slaw
Deep-Fried Haddock Fillet, Lemon
Wedge Mashed Potatoe-, Broccoli,
Lemon Butter, Cole Slaw

--Photo by 8.11 Bayley
Number one in the hearts of his former students, William H. "Wild
Bill" Poytress, Homecoming Grand Marshal, scores another first by
purchasing Homecoming button Na. I. Bill Honey, Homecoming
chairman, and Betty Tranberg, button and spirit chairman, assist
with the pinning.

Roast Prime of Beef Au Jut, Duchess
Potatoes, Buttered Green Beans, Apple
Brown Betty

B

Savory Meat Loaf, Creole Sauce,
Mashed Potatoes, Mexican Corn,
Apple Brown Betty

C

Mexican Plate, 2 Cheese Enchiladas,
Refried Beans, Spanish Rice, Apple
Brown Betty

D

Sweet and Sour Pork, Rice Almandine,
Lima Beans, Apple Brown Betty

E

Fried Chicken, Country Gravy, Mashed
Potatoes, Succotash, Apple Brown Betty

ceologists to the moon. "Geology
not just the study of rocks and
’,id anymore, but it is more sophis’waled and it is important for parents to know that future geologists will have the problem of
finding more raw materials to feed
this growing world. Geology has
stepped in to almost every field
and it has become more scientific,
remarked Dr. Norman Dolloff,
chairman of the Geology Department.
"In the very near future, not
only in geology but in all other
scientific fields, equipment will be
more expensive. And you can’t expect a student to get along with
just a hand lens when electronmicroscopes are needed and computers are being introduced to the
earth sciences."
Dr. Milburn Wright, Dean of
Business told this reporter that the
world of business has made a
sharp transition in teaching methods. Changing from training students to be able to just do an ordinary white-collar job in an office,
the Business School is now educating them with background principles In order to help them to
be able to make more analytical
decisions and 44) know how to effectively cope with our rapidly
changing society.
Engineering has become a very
big field, holding branches of various types of engineering that
are fields in themselves, according
to acting department chairman
Leonard Bushnell of the Civil Engineering Department.
"In all phases of engineering
there is one common goal -- the
realization of engineers that they
can no longer just sit down at a
drawing board and create a bridge
or a highway, but they have to
have vision and be able to see
where a certain part of their work
fits into the future," commented
Bushnell.
The study of humanities was not
offered 20 years ago, except for
traditional courses in Greek culture and ancient history, according to Dr. 0, C. Williams, head
nit the School of Humanities.
"Students don’t study humanities to go out and make a living,
they only enrich their lives by
either taking various courses or
having this program as their
minor. Also, in the humanities
area, San Jose State has initiated
its own Tutorials Program which
would have been unheard of prior
to the war," he said.
"Begun last year, Tutorials were
established for freshmen in the

upper top of their class. A twelveunit program, tutorials have no
classes, but are replaced by seminar instruction."
Art studies at San Jose have
not expanded that much but they
have broadened considerably, offering quality rather than quantity, according to Warren Faus,
chairman of the Art Department.

JET-EUROPE
iii you ever try hilchling across the EngChannel? Would
y, celebrate the
huurth of July with a
snowball fight? Have
you dreamed of wandering through Paris
. . or Rome ... or
You can. Have a ball!
Fly to Europe this sum -

$399

R%ricd

call 287-6973

Roberts
Ring
Day
Today,
November 1

10
Discount
on all rings
purchased film’
The Robert’s
fting Company.
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"right on campus"

Reg. Weekly
Price $6.95
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with coupon

$ 5 56
SPECIAL
5 Meals for Price of 4

Through Nov. llth

Single Meal Price $1.59
Name
Address

L.(

MEALS TO
YOU INC.
840 Park Avenue

Phone
Send in coupon today
rowrot \VAT/ \Wilt OrINCINA

PHONE YOUR ORDERS IN BEFORE 2 P.M.

292-4088

Ninth & Santa (Tarts

207)-4321

Tutgday, !InvenTher 1, 19e4

Dress-Up guy

Game Seen As Black Curse

If some people think the third
time is a charm, Spartan football teams may remember it as a
black curse, at least lately.
The SJS griddcrs will attempt
to win their third straight game
In the Homecoming series Saturday, when they play host to the
Idaho Vandals at 1:30 p.m.
Only once before in the 18-year
history of the game have the
Spartans won three consecutive
contests, and that was way back
in 1952-54. Since then the SJS
gridders haven’t been able to put
together a winning string of more
than two.

lyeno
’flu Photo by Dave Stout
awe
hey
ofIanaus,
eat.

FLAPPER SKIRTS, raccoon coats, and honky
tonk will return to SJS when the 1966 Homecoming Committee presents Dress-up Day, Friday. In the front row, from the left, are Kathy
Imwalle, Shel Tracy, Vic Lee and Cynthia Whiffed. Pictured in the back row from left are
Pat McCullough, Sanford Fish, Maureen Black,
Bill Honey and Suzanne Seydel, the 1966 Home-

coming Queen. Students and faculty are asked
by the committee to dress up in the costumes
of the 1920s in conjunction with this year’s
Homecoming theme, "Roarin’ Twenties." The
Rally Committee is assisting the committee with
plans for the annual dress -up day. Costumes are
from the Goodwill Auxiliary Costume Shop.

HAPPINESS IS A HOMECOMING DRESS
For the Homecoming festivities campus tastemakers choose
eyecatching fashions from our lines of Monarch Knits,
e. t. California, Bob DeVore of Hollywood and Miss Pat.

1.11E GILDED

CAGE

Open Mon -Sat. 10:30.5:30
Thurs. 10:304

453 E. William 61.. ear ciosa, Ca Li-P.
For An Interesting Pamphlet
About Insurance As An Investment
Call or Write
Chuck Bamford S.J.S. ’66
556 N. First St.
297-3194
iHE CHOICE OF BUSINESSMEN

LIFE &CASUALTY

1111PARTAN DAIT,Y-7B

Early in the series, SJS had al: had surprised ASU, 32-26, in 1961., taiis finest offensive showings. In
The Homecoming game has been 1958 Fresno State fell to the Spas outstanding record, including th,
the .etting fiat some of the Spat- tans 18a; in the largest spiead.
wins in the first seven years.
After that a drought set in as
..0:07.13V17.0:41:41,12000Cef.170:7!
40:40"..07.e.Ce.e./"..P
the Spartans lost three consecutive games and have yet to duplicate the early win string.
%se suig,grA . . .
TOUGHEST OPPONENTS

I

One of the toughest opponents ,
for the Spartans has been the
University of Pacific (formerly
College of Pacific) which ruined
Homecoming for SJS in 1949, 1935
and 1957.
Since 1960 the Spartans have
split three games. They defeated
UOP first year, 52-21, and Fresno
HOME(’OMING SERIES
State in 1964, 26-14, in a pair of
The Homecoming series will al- strong offensive showings.
ways be remembered for producArizona State University and
ing the greatest grid win in the New Mexico topped SJS the two
school’s history.
previous years, after the Spartans
In 1954 the Spartans downed
Stanford, 19-14, on the Farm. The
next Monday, the Spartan Daily
celebrated the event with a banner headline proclaiming "Stanford Win Sweetest of Any Year."
The Homecoming game actually
had its birth late in the football
season of 1947 when the Rally
Commission was looking for some
way to alleviate the "lack of activities situation."
OUTSTANDING RECORD
The first game was staged the
following year and produced one
of the more lopsided Spartan victories in the series, a 40-13 conquest of St. Mary’s. Since then
the Spartans have won nine and
lost eight.

Mums for Homecoming
BAKM AS FLOWER SHOP
offers you a wide selection of
flowers anti corsages. Sering
the college community since
1945
at
438 E. Santa Clara (at lOtli
292-0462

We Do Anything
To Hold onto
Our Customers
That’s right! Silva Service goes a long way
for its customers, with quality service at
budget prices. Silva has experienced mechanics to handle any automotive problem.
Stop in once .. . and we’re sure you’ll re-

turn.

Cash Value
All

Stamps Given

Credit Cards Honored

" SILVA SERVICE

S.
4th St

Chinese Drama To Open
Tickets are on sale at the Col- her rescue. Helping the wanderer
lege Theatre Box Office between fight the princess’ enemies is his
1-5 p.m. for "The Land of the pet dragon.
Dragon," a Chinese fantasy which
will open in the theatre at 4 p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 10, under the direction of Dr. Courtenay Brooks,
professor of drama. Cost of admission is 50 cents.
Additional performances are
scheduled for Friday, Nov. 11, at
2 p.m. and for Saturday, Nov. 12,
at 10:30 a.m. and 2 p.m.
Action of the play cen t era
around Princess Jade Pure, who
lives a prisoner behind a high palace wall. She is beautiful but veils
her face from her people because
an ambitious aunt has bribed
everyone in the palace to say she
is too ugly to win a husband to
help her rule the kingdom.
She has never seen a mirror or
her reflection in water. A poor
young wanderer whose colorful
patches cover a rich gift comes to

295-8968

Late for Class? We’ll Park It For You
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Introducing two of the most radical changes in Volkswagen history.
Can you spot them?

"1 4 0
SUPER PREMIUM" TIRES
mean
HIGH PERFORMANCE
Jee them at:

The cePeice Compalq,17,1111
802 S. First St.

_
tfld you notice thot the headlights are vertical

now instead of leaning bock a bit? That doesn’t
make the car look any better. But it makes the rood
look better by making the lights a little brighter.
And that little hump in the back? We did that to
hold the license plate up straight so the police can
read it better. (Sorry)
What you won’t notice without driving the new
model are the big improvements.
The engine has been enlarged too ferocious 53
horsepower. That only adds 3 m.p.h. to the top
speed. Because we put most of the additional
power where it would make the engine accelerate
faster, turn slower and lost even longer.,

Now that the VW is getting to be such a hot coil
we put in a couple of things to slow it down. Dual
brakes.
The front wheel brakes are completely independent of the rear wheel brakes. So if you ever lost
the front wheel brakes, you could still stop the back
of the car. (Which automatically stops the front of
the car too.)
The new VW also has seat belts, backup lights
and recessed door handles as standard equipment.
In fact, this year we made so many changes on the
VW that we thought we’d better make one more.
We wrote "Volkswagen" on the back of the car
10 be sure everybody would know what it was.

Spa nun Volkswagen
1 7)4111 \ .

reet. San Jose

286-8800
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Homecoming Festivities Vary in 18 Years
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the game.
Sun Jose’s Mayor Starbird,
true to the pact, rode down the
streets of Stockton on a brokendown horse, dressed in a top hat,
tails, riding pants and cowboy
boots.
Mayor Di Carli chose a manure spreader as the vehicle for
SJS Homecoming queen Barbara
Dale. Her tattered black dress.
hat and gloves were courtesy of
Stockton Goodwill.

prrs%I.
SJS students kept 173 Uni% amity of Santa Clara aould-he
arsonists from the bonfire in the
morning, only to have 15 students from Stanford ignite it in
the afternoon.
BIG GAME PACT

A Big Game Pact for the SJSCOP game was signed in 1953
by the mayor of San Jose,
George A. Starbird, and the
mayor of Stockton, Dean Di
Curti.
It provided that it
of the losing city uas

NO lit MOROI’S FLOATS
SOl’iollstICSS was the keyword
in 1956, and no humorous floats
were allowed in the Homecoming parade. ’rite Spirt LUIS tilt I., red a loss of 35-26 to the UMity of lsenver.
Honievonting paireu ii5 000 to see 25 floats,
cat balloting record for
iming queen was seen

the mayor
to ride iin
the mount uf the w’iming mayor’s ehoiem i2 thi queen it the
losing college was to tie 1,I114-441
To a earl
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At the 1959 Homecoming gaine
with the University of Wisconsin. two self-appointed cheerleaders attracted attention with a
cha-cha number in the stands.
They were so popular that Spardi had to rescue them as they
were being led off by SJS police.
An Indian student and Olympic track star %vas elected Homecoming Queen in 1960. Maryleela
Rao also had won the title of
the most beautiful athlete in the
1956 Olympics in Melbourne,
Australia,
The 1961 activities featurod
Willie Heston as grit ad marshal.
The 60-yeat-old lisit hail star was
1901.
graduated fiont
The idea of it 11.14a-4,41.111g
theme Was illall; ’41,01.41 In 19.2
was the
theme, alai c float depicting
leopard
.isitis
in
won the
Spardi
first prize.

pc, -144l441 , say,

190,1

Sun Devils
beat the Spartans, 21-19 at the
1963 Homecoming game.
The yell leaders were in the
stands in swimsuits of the ’20s,
getting up the spirit and keeping
the fans from losing their tempersburning embers from the
bonfire were blown onto the
crowds from the Fairgrounds
parking lot.
Theme for 1963 was "Spartan
Memoirs" and the Alpha Tau
Omega float "Thanks for the
Memories" took first place. It
depicted a leering Spardi hotfooting the ASU Sun Devil with
a lighted cigar.
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And it was the one time
the parade was stopped midway
by a two-alarm fire which broke
out iit a brake service company
on South First Street.
In last year’s Homecoming celebration, ATO, for the fifth consecutive year, placed first in the
float competition. Theme for
1965 Homecoming was "Spartan
Roundup."
Faculty and students both
were urged to wear Western
dress.
traslitional bonfire was replaced by a rally dance because
a suitable plate could !nit be
found tor the bonfire. Fire regulations had ruled uut the use
of the Fairgrounds.
This year promises to be a
gissl year 1,41. Homecoming
with the "Roaring Twenties’
theme setting the stage for the
annual campus celebration.
ViStatl.

SPARTAS1A

"Spartasia" was the 1964’s
Homecoming t eccc e. It was
adapt ’ti t cc m Walt Disney’s
movie "Fantasia" as a reaction
to the traditional theines of
reminiscence.
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St
lx
hunniK1Nb SJS’ NEW perpetual Homecoming trophy to be
awarded to the organization having the best float in this Saturday’s Homecoming parade are from left, Alan C. Batchelder,
one of the faculty advisors for Homecoming, Shel Tracy, Homecoming float chairman and Dave Colmar, Homecoming halftime
chairman. The parade starts at 10 a.m. Saturday at St. James
Park on First Street and winds its way towards the SJS campus.
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HISTORY MYSTERY
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"The Web and
the Rock
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FASHION

by Thomas Wolfe

’Dog Years"
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PSA now offering Boeing 727 fan-jet

SPORT CENTER

134 e. san fernando
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$13.50 plus fax to Los Angeles
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SILVA
Name

phone:
78

286-4720

707 FAN JETS

Purchase

SERVICE

is
Ta

Necessary

ELIMIT ONE PER PERSON

For reservations

AR.514

Vs

SILVA SERVICE

S.

1966

Until Dec. 31,
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295-8968
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NOW
SHOWING
293-1953
Doors open daily of 12:15 p.m.
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BUY

OR RENT TO OWN

Moyer Music
Largest Selection of Guitars
in Town

on all rings intrehased from
Roberts Ring Company.
295-0567
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The most
terrifying
film of
our time!

San lose
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PETERFONDANANAINATRA

with the

now: hers

of the

THE WILD

ANGELS
PANAVISION’PATHECOLOR

Locations

84 E. San Fernando
298-5404

HELL’S ANGELS

d

of

5161 Stevens
Creek Rd.
248-9858

VENICE, CALIF.

"right on campus"

11

CONTEST DIRECTIONS
I. Read the Mystery Clue to find the History Mystery
of the week.
2. Now search the eight advertisements on this page
for the answer. It could be located in the contents
or topic of one or more ads.
3. When you have found the right answer, fill in the
space on the entry blank.
4. Now answer the tie -breaker question.
5. Fill out the requested inform/dims, clip the entry
blank and bring it to Spartan Deily Classifieds be.
fore 4 p.m., Wednesday, Nor. 2, 1966.

ST

I PRIZE

ROUND-TRIP FLIGHT TO

TICKETS TO

LOS ANGELES BY

UNITED ARTIST THEATER

PSA

RUNNER-UP
PRIZES

727 FAN JETS

Mystery Clue: The nickname of a U.S. State. Fill in

Name
Address
__Phone

ASB Number
Bring this entry to Spartan Daily Classifieds between 9:30 a.m.
and 4 p.m. Contest closes 4 p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 2, 1966,
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10% DISCOUNT

City

Good
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orst right for you or for
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BEAUTY TO LAST
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COUPON

FREE $10

CASH STAMPS
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$11.43 plus tax to Los Angeles

Tomorrow. N,)vem her 1
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ALL CREDIT CARDS HONORED

at Spartan Bookstore
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ROBERT’S RING DAY
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Super "electra-jet"

california book Co., ltd.

q
Visit our complete
ski shop facilities
for the finest
in ski equipment.

Eli
TE

Gasoline at Nationally
Known Discount Prices
Car Care .. . Equipped
to Handle Any Automotive Problem at Budget
Uricetaoin/pETAOINN
Prices
EZT Cash Stamps Given

service from San Jose to Los Angeles.

MAKE THANKSGIVING RESERVATIONS NOW! ! !

524.’15. Corny ere sto,

hr

SAVE IN EVERY WAY

Boeing 727 fan-jet

SEASON!

bi

../zw-saaff

JOIN THE PSA JET SET! ! !

THIS

at
tt

two

words:

State
Tie-breaker: Estimate what the Dow-Jones Industrial Average will be at the close of the market on Thursday,
November 3, 1966.

CONTEST RULES
I. Only currently enrolled San Jose State
2. Students are limited to one entry per

College students may enter.
person. No Spartain Daily staff members

may enter.

3. All entries become the property of the Spartan Daily.
4. The Spartan Daily and/or San Jose State College is not responsible for

any entries

that are lost or stolen.
5. An entry must be filled out completely with no erasures in order to be considered
by the judges.
6. In the event that two or more entries have the correct answer, the contestant who
comes the closest to the correct answer of the tie -breaker question will be the
winner. In case of a fie, a special tie -breaker question will be given the winning
contestants to determine the winner of the PSA flight.

7.

All complimentary flight passes awarded on Pacific Southwest Airlines expire
days after ticket is issued.

90

and

to

8. The Spartan Daily reserves the right to correct errors, to extend deadlines
make necessary additions or corrections of these rules.

9. Persons designated by the Spartan Daily shall constitute the panel of judges. Their
decisions shall be final regarding both determination of prize winners or deciding
on disqualification for any reason of entrants.

submission signifies entrant’s acceptance of all contest rules and acceptance
of judges’ decisions.

10. Entry

